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Tomato— '* Webb's Conqueror."

4ECr A^lieavy cropper. JFruit larg-e, firm fleahed, and of good flavour.



TOMATOES :

And How to Grow Them.

Part I.-INDOOR CULTURE.

CHAPTER I.

HISTORICAL NOTES.

Thb Tomato, botanically known as Lycopersicum esculentum,

is a native ot the tropical parts of South America, from
whence the Spaniards originally introduced it into Europe
in the sixteenth century. Formerly th© fruits were com-

monly called Love Apples. This name is said to have

been applied to the fruits because our forefathers con-

ceived th© idea that they possessed the power of exciting

lovable feelings within the human breast. The name we
now apply to the fruits is derived from the Spanish word
" Tamat'e."

Th© Tomato belongs to the natural order SolanacejE, and

is therefore a near relative of the Potato, which originally

came from the same country. If one of the round fruits

called " Potato Apples " be culled from potato haulm in
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summer and cut open, and its structure compared with the

fruit of the Tomato, it will be seen that the two are practi-

cally alike. There is, however, this difference : the fruit

of the potato is poisonous, whereas that of the Tomato is

wholesome.

The Tomato is said to have been first introduced into

England in 1596. For a long time after its introduction its

merits as a food were very little appreciated ; in fact, it was
regarded merely as a curiosity. On the Contment, however,

it was held in high esteem, the Italians especially being

exceedingly partial to its use as food.

Gerard, a sixteenth-century writer, .alludes to the " pomum
amoris " (or Love Apple) as growing in his garden. He says

:

"Apples of love do growe in Spaine, Italie, and such hot

countries, from whence myself liave received seedes for my
garden, where they do increase and prosper." This appears

to be the earliest reference to the Tomato in our gardening

literature.
"

Parkinson, writing in the seventeenth century, describes

two kinds as known in his day. One, the " Great Apple of

Love," he describes as bearing " fruite, which are of the big-

ness of a small or mean Pippin, of a faire, pale reddish

colour, like vnto an Orenge, full of a slimie juice and watery

pulpe." Of another kind he says :
" The fruits are small,

round, yellowish-red berries, not much bigger than great

grapes." These he calls '' Small Love Apples.'' Fur-

ther on this quaint old writer remarks :
'' Wee onely have

them for curiosity in our Gardens, and for the amorous

aspect or beauty of the fruit. In the hot Countries where

they naturally growe they are much eaten of the people, to

coole and quench the heat and thirst of their hot stomaches.

The Apples also, boyled or infused in oyle in the sunne, is

thought to be good to cure the itch ; assuredly it will allay

the heata thereof."

Philip Miller, the author of the " Gardeners' Dictionary,"

published early in the eighteenth century, says that "the

Italians and Spaniards eat love apples as we do cucumbers

with pepper, oil, and salt, as well as for sauces." In his
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day the fruits appear to have been grown more tor medicinal

than culinary purposes.

We find very little reference to this fruit in later writings

until the last century. Eogers, writing in the third decade,

says: "The different uses of this fruit for culinary and other

purposes are rapidly on the increase. Its cultivation is ex-

tensive, particularly by one eminent gardener, Willmott, of

Isleworth, near London. By training the plants against a

bank, he had gathered in one season, from 600 plants, 400

half-sieves (three will make a bushel) of ripe fruit for

market."

Yet another early nineteenth-century writer, Mr. Henry
Phillips, remarks in his " Pomarum Britannicum," " Thig

fruit has long been used by the wealthy Jew families in this

country ; and within these last few years it has come into

great use with all our best cooks. Love apples are now
(1821) to be seen in great abundance at all our great vege-

table markets, but I do not find that they are much used

by the middle or lower classes of English families, who have

yet to learn the art of improving their dishes with vege-

tables."

The same authority mentions that one market grower used

to obtain twenty to forty pounds of fruit from each plant,

and that some of the individual specimens measured as much
as 12in. in circumference.

During the last half-century the popularity of the Tomato
as a food has made immense strides. The fruits are no

longer the monopoly of the rich; a taste for them, raw or

cooked, has gradually been acquired by all classes, with the

result that their culture for market is carried out on an

immense scale, and there is hardly a private garden in

which a few plants are not grown under glass or in the open.

Some market growers produce the fruits at the rate of tons

a day during the season. In the Channel Islands quite an

important industry has sprung up in tomato culture during

the last few years, and scores of tons of fruit are also annu-

ally imported here from the Canary Isles.

Some years ago assertions were freely made that the con-
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sumption of tomatoes as food was conducive to cancerous

growths. This unfortunate statement gave a severe check

to the demand for the fruit. Happily, we have it on the

highest medical authority that there is no foundation what-

ever for the statement that tomatoes have anything what-

ever to do with cancer, and so the public need have no

hesitation in partaking of such wholesome fniit.

The question is sometimes raised as to whether the

Tomato is a fruit or a vegetable. Strictly speaking, the

portion we eat is a fruit, and is entitled to be exhibited

as such. However, as the fruit is usually eaten more
largely in a cooked than in a raw state it may be classed

as a vegetable, and exhibited in a class for vegetables.

CHAPTER n.

HOUSES FOR TOMATOES.

Now, although good crops of fruit are annually taken from

liouses varying in character from the low home-made
lean-to, we so often find attached to the ordinary amateur's

dwelling-house, to those adjoining a mansion, it cannot be

denied that neither of these are ideal constructions for the

most suc^ssful cultivation of the Tomato. The former is

too low and inadequately ventilated to ensure the best re-

sults; while, owing to the great height of the latter, the

plants invariably get drawn to such an extent that the crop

of fruit obtained from them by no means compensates the

grower for the extra time involved in watering, tying, and

training.

The Best Type of House—Undoubtedly the house
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most suitable for tomato growing is that usually adopted, by
growers for market. The aim of these being utility with
economy, it is scarcely likely /they would erect a style of

house that does not favour the due observance of these

essentials. Fortunately for .the man of limited means, good
greenhouses are no longer regarded as a luxury enjoyed only

by the rich, quite a substantial house being obtainable at

a very modest sum. A good house, well suited for growing
tomatoes, will be found in one of the little span-roofs now
such a feature in the lists of all our leading horticultural

builders. One of these is a 10ft. by 8ft., costing a ten-

pound note; a,nother very convenient size for the small

grower will be found in those 16ft. by 8ft., costing about

£16. These are well made, and designed especially to meet
the wants of the amateur, being tenant's fixtures; and,

owing to the fact that they are made in sections, their erec-

tion or removal calls for no special skilled labour, and

entails but little expense.

We do not lose sight of the fact that even the modest

sum of ten pounds may appear to many a rather large out-

lay for a small, unheated house; but it should not be for-

gotten that the man with a keen eye to business may soon

recoup himself for the outlay by disposing of his surplus

fruits, and various plants which, for at least eight months

in the year, may be grown therein without detriment to

the tomatoes.

Home-made Structures.—Should the grower's

finances not waiiant the outlay, and he determines to put

up a house himself, we would point out the due observance

of the two most important factors in tomato culture—light

and air. Glass cut to suit the requirements of customers

is now easily and cheaply obtainable from firms who make

a speciality of the business ; therefore there is no excuse for

using the small panes we sometimes find in the homo'inade

greenhouses by amateurs. Small panes serve no useful pur-

pose, and necessitate the use of a large number of rafters,

which, in addition to the extra expense, darken the house
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considerably, the result being the fruit neither sets nor

colours so freely as it would under better conditions.

Avoid Opaque or Coloured Glass—In the

greenhouses of amateurs we sometimes see coloured or rolled

glass used, and such houses answer very well for ferns or

other shade-loving subjects; but in building a house for

tomatoes the amateur is advised to leave this kind of glass

severely alone, for it is beyond question that, providing

ample ventilation be given, and other details of culture

observed, no amount of sun we experience in these Isles

will have any but a beneficial effect upon tomatoes.

Ang^le or Pitch of Roofs.—in building your house

avoid another all too common defect in home-made houses,

namely, that of making the roof too flat. Not only are such

houses a perpetual source of trouble through leakage, but,

owing to their flatness, in wet seasons the rafters are con-

tinually soddened with water, which eventually finds its way
into the house in the form of drip, to the detriment of what-

ever happens to be beneath it. The constant -wetness also

favours early decay, and it sometimes happens, following an

extra heavy snow storm, that the roof falls.

A Sunny Aspect Desirable.—If the span form of

roof be decided on, choose a position where it will get plenty

of sun, but if possible sheltered from the north wind, expe-

rience having taught us that, where these small houses are

exposed to the four winds of heaven, in rough weather it

is almost impossible to keep the house at an even tempera-

ture. Provide ventilation also on both sidee of the house, at

the top and bottom ; this will allow the necessary ventilation

to be admitted, no matter from what direction the wind

is blowing.

Heating.—Should it be decided to heat the house,

nothing is better than hot water pipes, and with such an

array of really good and cheap hot water apparatus now
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on the market the possession of one of these should not be

an insurmountable difficulty. In this connection a word of

advice from one who has been severely bitten may not be out

of place. When ordering a stove or hot water apparatus

always err on the side of over, than under, heating the

house. It is never a difficult matter to keep the temperature

down, but to keep up a certain temperature in an under-

piped house often entails much worry and discomfort to the

person in charge. In addition to this, it is often false

economy, the larger boilers being easier to stoke, and bum
any amount of rubbish not possible with the smaller ones; so

the increased cost of fuel is not so great as at first sight

appears—at any rate, it is infinitesimal compared with the

increased security ensured.

CHAPTER III.

PROPAGATION.

Owing to the fact that tomatoes may always be relied upon

to reproduce themselves true from seed, this is the gene-

rally-accepted form of propagation practised for all purposes.

The seeds germinate at any time of the year, needing only

plenty of light and heat to perfect the crop. The time that

must elapse from seedling to the fruiting stage is necessarily

problematic, everything depending on the circumstances at

the disposal of the cultivator, and the time of the year the

seeds are sown. In practice it is found that far heavier

crops are taken from plants raised from seed than from

those obtained from cuttings or layers.

By Layers.—Owing to the ease with which even large

stems emit roots, this latter method affords growers a splen-
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did opportunity of treating plants whicli have grown unu-

sually tall before commeucing to bear fruit, for if a slight

incision be made with a sharp knife at the point where it

is desired to cut it ofiE, and that portion pegged down to a

pot of soil or an old turf, or even bound round with damp
moss, new roots will soon be made, and after these have
become strong the top may be severed, and grown on as

a separate plant.

By Cutting's—Cuttings obtained from side shoots

when about 4in. long, or even suckers from the base of the

plant, root freely if dibbled round the edges of small pots

of sandy soil, and kept in a propagating frame or a glass-

oovered box in a warm house. These shoots also strike

quite freely dibbled into a light compost in the open air dur-

ing the summer months, and the method was at one time

popular for raising plants for winter fruiting; but, excepting

in very rare instances, we believe it has now fallen into

disuse.

By Grafting—The Tomato may be grafted on a

potato stem, but only as a curiosity. The experiment is

not hard to accomplish. Potato tubers are potted in March,

and when the growth is a few inches high the shoots should

be cut down to an inch, and a tomato shoot grafted thereon

by the wedge method. All the operations should be con-

ducted under glass and in a genial temperature. As a rule

the Tomato bears freely, but the potato stock does not

tuberate so generously. The reverse experiment may be

conducted with equal success, except that no usable crop is

produced. If only our climate were more reliable and con-

genial to outdoor tomato culture something useful in the

shape of a double crop might result from these experiments,

but as things are at present the potato-tomato plant can

only be regarded as a curiosity. Botanically the two plants

are allied.

By Seeds.—Now, having got our house, the first thing

to claim our attention will be that of sowing the seeds. For
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several reasons we advocate raising one's own plants in pre-

ference to purchasing those raised by others: Firstly,' because

it will be found far cheaper, it being possible to grow quite

a number of varieties for the modest outlay of a shilling on

seeds, which sura would not go very far in purchasing plants

from those who make a business of selling them. Secondly,

because purchased plants never appeal to us so strongly as

those we ourselves raised. Of course, this is mere sentiment,

but sentiment in tomato growing, as in everything else, at

times counts for much. Thirdly, realising the importance of

starting on a good foundation, if the seeds are purchased from

a reputable firm we may rely on them being true to name

—

a compliment which cannot be paid to the man who, having

sown an ounce of seed of one variety, always manages to

supply from this sowing any variety a customer may ask for.

Fourthly, that in growing tomatoes, as in most aU things,

tlie importance of a good start can scarcely be over-estimated.

This will best be obtained by sowing seeds in our own green-

houses on the lines indicated below; we shall then have the

plants always on hand, instead of, as sometimes happens,

having to wait some time after ordering for their arrival.

When to Sow.—This is a more important question than

at first sight appears. House, temperature, and conditions

vmder which the plants are to be grown have to be taken

into consideration, it being useless to sow seeds in an unhealed

house during the depth of winter ; nothing but certain niin

would follow such a proceeding. The folly of such would be

second only to the man who, having plenty of heat at his

command, sowed his seed in early January, forgetting that

the other occupants of the house would require its shelter for

at least another four months, by which time either the one

would be spoilt by the dense foliage of the tomatoes growing
above them, or tlie tomatoes would have become overdrawn,
hard, and pot-boimd, and consequently- heavily handicapped
as far as record cropping is concerned. As a rule, very little

tomato seed for providing sujnmer fruits is sown before the

first week in .January. Plants from this sowing, always pro-
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viding cultural details have been observed, can usually be de-

pended upon to produce ripe fruit in May. To get the fruits

to ripen at this early date will, however, involve a very heavy
outlay for fuel, and, as this is beyond the reach of those for

whom this is written, we advise the small grower to defer his

sowing for another month, by which date the sun will get

more power, and in order to keep up the required temperature

there will be no need to run the fires so hard. From seed

sown in an ordinary warm greenhouse averaging 50 deg. we
usually have no difficulty in getting ripe fruit early in June

—

just the time when it is mo.st appreciated, and the local

dealer is asking ninepence per pound for his produce.

Kow to Sow.—The matter of sowing Tomato seed de-

serves more attention being given it than it usually receives,

both from amateurs and professional gardeners. The seed

retains its vitality for a number of years ; consequently the

percentage which fail to germinate is very small; but, chiefly

owing to the fact that seeds are cheap and easily obtained,

the prevailing custom is to sow twenty times more seeds than

the grower can ever hope to grow into fruiting plants, and

were seeds more expensive we should not so frequently come
across seed pans or pots overcrowded with plants, more sug-

gestive of mustard and cress than plants which in a few

months' time will be expected to yield many pounds of bright

red fruits. The result of this thick sowing is that dozens

—

nay, hundreds—of plants are predestined to failure before

leaving the seed-pans; and even those that do survive are

often so weak and lanky that, instead of proceeding further

with them, the grower would be wise if he threw the whole

lot away, and started again with dwarf sturdy plants.

Preparation of the Seed Pan or Box.—Dampness
is one of the greatest evils the beginner in Tomato culture

has to contend with ; therefore steps must be taken to ensure

his initial start does not end disastrously through an ill-

prepared seed-pan. Assuming these pans to be the ordinary

Sin. ones commonly used for raising seedlings, begin by

c 2
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covering the holes at the bottom with good-sized crooks or

cinders ; upon these place another inch of smaller ones, these

to be covered with a layer of moss or partly-decayed leaves

in order -to keep the drainage from becoming blocked. Now
fill the pan almost to the brim with a mixture of soil com-
posed of nice flaky leaf-soil, sand, and loam in equal pro-

portions, passing it through a half-inch sieve, reserving a little

of the very finest for covering the seeds. Should insects of

any kind be suspected water the pan twice at intervals of a

quarter of an hour with boiling water. This will effectually

kill not only the insects, but also the eggs, which, even in

the best-prepared soil, are usually to be found therein. A
few minutes after the second watering place the seeds on the

surface, not less than half an inch apart—double the distance

would be better. A slight covering with soil, and another

gentle watering with tepid water through a fine-rosed can,

will complete the sowing.

Treatment after Sowing:—When sown, place the

pan in the warmest part of the house, and cover with a sheet

of clear glass. Keep an even temperature of about 55 deg.

by night, increasing to 60 or 65 deg. with eun heat. Watch
carefully for the appearance of the young plants, which wiU
be from seven to fourteen days. When these appear, stand

the pan upon a shelf or other position near the glass, and a

few days later allow a little air by tUting the glass by means
of a small stick or label placed under it for a few hours dur-

ing the warmest part of the day. This will favour a strong

start, but remove the glass entirely as soon as the seedlings

touch it.
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CHAPTER IV.

TREATMENT OF SEEDLINGS.

The first fortnight after sowing is a critical period for the

inexperienced cultivator. Watering becomes a fine art, a

little too much being fatal, causing the seedlings to damp off

wholesale; therefore, when not quite certain if the pan re

quires watering or not, adopt the wisest course, and leave it

till next day. In watering use only that which is a little

above the temperature of the house. Cold water from outside

should never be used for greenhouse plants, least of all

those with soft stems like the Tomato. In fact, we find the

best way to guard against damping is to partly immerse the

pan in a pail of water until the surface soil becomes damp,
taking care not to let it reach the stems of the tomatoes. By
adopting this means, a little extra time is taken, but it re-

duces damping to a minimum. The wisdom of thin sowing

will now be apparent, for, instead of overdrawn seedlings, we
shall now be in possession of fine, sturdy little plants, which

will have developed two or more good-sized leaves before the

necessity of shifting them into other quarters arises.

Transplanting^.—When the plants have reached this

stage they may be transplanted either into small pots or shal-

low boxe«. If the latter, allow each plant to be at least 3in

from its neighbour. Pots are certainly more to be preferred,

and those usually known to gardeners, as "Long Toms" are

most suitable, the greater depth of these allowing the plant

io be buried deeper than the ordinary small 60's.

Drainag:e and Compost.—Remember the advice re

good drainage, and see to it that the plants are not potted

m ,?i siloy.enly don't-care-how-I-do-it sort of way. The soil
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recommended tor raising the seedlings will do for this shift,

and, owing to the fact that new shoots are freely emitted

from the buried portion of the stem, it will be an advantage
in potting to bury the stem more than is allowable for the

majority of soft-wooded plants. Wlien potted, water the

plants with a rosed can, and if a large box is available suffi-

ciently large and deep to accommodate the pots, and at the

same time allow a covering of glass to be placed on it, so

much the better for the plants. Treated in this manner
they do not flag, but keep up quite perky, and take hold

of the new soil at onoe. After the first two days admit a

little air to the box daily, and in a week's time the glass

may be entirely removed and the plants placed out on the

stage or shelf, and watered in the ordinary way. We shall

now be in the middle of March, and, assuming a temperature

such as that named has been maintained, we sliould be in

possession of a nice batch of strong plants soon ready for

another shift, this time into pots ijin. or Sin. in diameter.

Compost for Second Potting—The soil for this

potting should not be so light as for the previous one. Tlie

sand may be entirely dispensed with in favour of burnt gar-

den refuse or wood ashes, a supply of which everj- tomato

grower should make a point of securing. The beneficial

effects which mark its use on most crops is well known to

most gardeners, but on few things are the benefits received

more apparent than on tomatoes. A gallon of this to a

bushel of soil composed of a third well-decayed manure or

leaf-soil and the rest good fibrous loam, with about a quart

of fine bone-meal, will make a good compost for this potting.

Firm Potting Essential—In giving the plants this

shift it is necessary to remind the inexperienced grower of

the importance of firm potting. A loose and over-rich com-

post is largely responsible for very many of the failures re-

corded each year. True, the combination induces a very

strong growth, which, however delightful it may appear in

the eyes of the grower, is certainly not conducive to the best
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ultimate results. We must remember it is fruit we are

after, and not leaves only. Stems 3Jin. in circumference

and leaves nearly 2ft. long may afEord pleasure for a short

season, but it does not extend to that time when, a few

weeks later, we find a neighbour with less robust plants

gathering ripe fruit, while those upon which we prided our-

selves as being far superior are nothing but leaves, a not

altogether uncommon experience, as many will agree.

Watering'.—Owing to the increased light and heat,

growth will now be very rapid, and watering will become
a daily necessity. In the matter of watering the plants, a

little advice will not be out of place here. In all stages of

the plant's growth avoid using water direct from the tap or

well, the constant use of either being one of the surest means
of defeating the object in view, for it induces a sickly-looking

yellow growth, shrivelled stems, and ultimate collapse of

the plant. Rain water is the best obtainable, but a con-

stant supply of this is beyond the reach of most amateurs

;

therefore make the best of whatever water is available, and
this will be best done by filling a large can or tub, and

standing it in the greenhouse or full sun for several hours

previous to using. Where this is not possible add sufficient

warm water to that taken from the tap to make it tepid.

Plants watered with tepid water show a marked improve-

ment in growth and fruiting over those watered in the ordi-

nary way, even though this had been taken from the green-

house tank, and the grower is advised to stick to it until

abundant sunshine makes it no longer necessary.

Staking the Plants, etc—Stand the plants quite

clear of each other, thereby allowing the sun and air to do
their important part in building up a good plant. Flower
trusses should now be showing on all the plants, and a sub-

stantial stick be placed to each, or many will topple over
and become useless. Before the pots become well filled

with roots a decision must be made regarding the permanent
quarters of the plants.
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CHAPTER V.

COMPOSTS FOR MAIN POTTING.

F'rom time immemorial the gardener has never failed to

appreciate the importance of giving the plants he cultivates

a good rooting medium, and, in oommoD with other plants,

the Tomato well repays a little extra attention being given
to the matter of composit, although it must be admitted very
fair crops are sometimes grown by those whose circumstances
will not allow of anything beyond the ordinary garden soiL

The Ideal Soil.—But this system is not to be generally

recommended, although we may say at once that tomatoes
do not need so rich a soil as by many is thought to be
necessary. Still, if good results are expected, it is impor-

tant that the ingredients forming the final compost should

be of the best quality. We have paid as much as a guinea

for a load of good fibrous loam, which had been cut from
a field constantly grazed by fat stock, and to which
poultry had free access. Although at first the price asked

certainly appeared outrageous, the crop of tomatoes and
other things grown with its aid fully compensated for the

outlay. Such soil as this needed but little addition for

Tomato growing, but, as a guinea per load is outside the

question to those for whom this book is writteil, it is ex-

tremely unlikely they would invest in it even were it to be

had. Yet wherever possible the person who aspires to be-

come a successful cultivator of tomatoes should obtain a

few bushels of good maiden loam—i.e., turf which has been

stacked for a few months previous to being required for use.

Such soil as this is usually obtainable from a local nursery-

man at quite moderate prices; or, should the grower be
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living in the country, a kind greeting and a few pence to

the roadman will usually ensure permission to take a few

barrow-loads of roadside edgings which have been stacked
for many months with the ordinary scrapings. This will

form a very good compost.

Manures.—Next in importance to loam comes good
well-rotted manure, such as is obtained from old cucumber
beds; and if, when making the bed up, oak or beech leaves

were freely mixed with the manure, so much the better; for

if such a mixture be added to the loam at the rate of one

bushel to four, and if to this be added bone-meal, soot, or

superphosphate of lime, at the rate of a 5in. potful to each

bushel of soil, a compost capable of growing the very finest

tomatoes will be available. Should neither good loam nor

decayed manure be obtainable, the grower need not despair,

but let him make the best use of the soil nearest at hand,

and rely on after-feeding for the production of his crop; but

where garden soil has to bo used, something should be done

to improve it. This may be done by adding road scrapings

at the rate of one barrowful to three of garden soil. The
grit this contains serves to keep the comptist open, and the

particles of manure invariably found therein form accept-

able food for the plants.

Other Ingredients—Burnt refuse from the "garden

smother " is a very valuable addition to poor and heavy soil,

and may be freely used in the final compost. Sweepings

from the farrier's shop are usually easily obtainable by towri

gardeners, and if used as advised for, and instead of, the

decayed manure, they prove very useful ; in fact, one of the

heaviest crops we ever saw grown by an amateur was ob-

tained by a blacksmith with the aid of these materials.
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CHAPTER VI.

PERMANENT QUARTERS.

Whether they shall be planted out into prepared beds, as

is usual in the houses of those who grow for market, or

grown on in pots, is a question for the grower to decide, and
is usually governed by circumstances. Provided proper

treatment is given, either may be depended upon to give

good results. The general opinion of growers is that

although the plants growing in pots are usually the first to

ripen a crop of fruit, and therefore command higher prices,

the. increased weight of crop which usually is obtained from

those having a less restricted root run, adjusts the balance

in their favour. Other growers pin their faith to the method

of growing on tiles or slates placed on the stage of an ordi-

nary greenhouse, adding a few inches of soil every week

after the fruits are set.

Culture in Boxes—Still another plan, which to the

amateur with but a small house has much to recommend it,

is the one of making troughs of deal wood, these to be 4ft.

long, 1ft. wide, and 9in. deep. Ample drainage must be

provided, and perhaps the best way to ensure this will be by

allowing half an inch of space on either side of the box at

the bottom. With care such boxes last a number of years,

and. as their construction requires no skilled labour, several

may be put together by an intelligent man in a very short

time. Where this plan is adopted it will be a wise policy

on the grower's part to box twice the number of plants the

house is capable of accommodating, thus having two strings

to his bow. Stand one in the position it is to occupy, and

as soon as it is safe to do so place the others in the open
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air. By the time those growing under the most favour-

able circumstances have finished fruiting, the second batch

will be just coming on, and, if the first are lifted out and

their places taken by those from outside, the supply of ripe

fruit will be prolonged for many weeks longer than would

have been possible had the latter remained outside. Every

fruit which has set on such plants will swell to a good size,

and ripen, which, excepting on very rare occasions, does not

occur in the case of those growing outside.

A.(iS40 ^

Section of Span-Roof Tomato House.

Here are shown two rows of boxes (A. A.) on the side stages, one carrying a
dwarf and the other a tall plant, so as to make most of the space. On the centre
stage are three rows of plants in boxes.

A Useful Wrinkle.—When tomatoes are growing in

pots, with no other place than an ordinaiy greenhouse stage

to stand upon, the grower often finds that to keep them well

supplied with water is no easy task, and makes great inroads

on the time and the water at his disposal. Yet, to allow the

plants to suffer in this respect will have to be paid for at

the expense of the crop. To overcome this, we suggest that

at least a portion of the stage occupied by the pots should
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be covered with sheets of corrugated iron, having holes

punched through them at intervals of 2ft. ; these to be

covered with cinders or pieces of old pots or tiles (to allow

the water to drain freely away), and then covered with

turves, old manure, or good loam to the depth of three

inches. This will not only keep the roots moist, and econo-

mise watering, but they soon find their way through the

drainage hole into the soil, and in a very short time this

soil becomes full of roots, to the advantage of the crop ; and
the staging, which otherwise may have become almost rotten

through continual watering, wUl be found quite dry on the

reracvid of the covering after the crop is over.

Advantagres of Pot Culture—Among other ad-

vantages obtained by growing the plants in pots are the

facilities it offers to the grower of an experimental turn of

mind of testing various manures and noting the results in

the crop; for, unlike plants growing in unrestricted root

runs, we are sure of each little tit-bit given reaching the

roots of the plant we intended it should do. To the amateur
this will prove a most interesting hobby, and those who act

on the suggestion will find it a good plan to place a good

wide label in each pot, large enough to record the manures
used, effect on the crop, heaviest bunch, or individual fruit.

This will present mistakes, and we have found visitors take

the keenest interest in crops grown on these lines, and the

results often furnish much valuable information for guidance

in future years.

Pot Culture.—Where pots are decided upon it will be

advisable to use nothing larger than the ordinary lOin. ones,

allowing ample drainage at the bottom, and leaving several

inches on the top to allow the top-dressing, so necessary to

pot-grown tomatoes after the first fruits are coloured. The
old advice—never to repot a plant when on the dry side

—

is something we have long learned to respect, the folly of

so doing being soon apparent, and ,it applies to tomatoes

with even greater force than most things. Therefore, before
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placing the plants in the fruiting pots, give a thorough

watering half an hour before the transfer takes place; then,

providing they are kept sprinkled through a rosed can or

dewed lightly with the syringe twice a day, no further water

will be needed for three days, by which time many of the

young roots will have found their way into the new soil,

and a thorough watering may be safely given, and continued

as required. A good strong stake must now be provided.

Section of Three-quarter Span-Roof Tomato House.

One row of plants grown in boxes oconpies the front of the honse, while at
the back on a slopinff stage fonr rows are grown. A very heavy crop of
frnit may be grown thns.

to which the plant may be loosely tied. We lay stress on
" loosely," bearing in mind the rapid growth of the plant from

now onward, and consequently the liability to be cut in two
by a too-tight ligature is more likely than with plants of

slower growth.

Culture in Beds.—Should planting in beds be favoured,

the inexperienced grower will be wise to t-ake to heart the
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following facts in connection with tomato growing: Firstly,

the absolute necessity of plenty of room for the plants to

develop. We know, when a man has several dozen good
strong plants on hand, the temptation to plant more than

he can properly accommodate is very great, and quite a large

number of gardeners find the temptation irresistible, only to

find out the folly of doing so when it is too late. Some varie-

ties are of grosser growth, and consequently require more
room than others, experience alone being the proper guide

in this ; but a safe rule to follow will be to allow each plant

at least 18in. from its neighbour. Less than this necessi-

tates the constant removal of good healthy foliage long be-

fore they have done the part intended by Nature they should

do. Another very important item demanding attention is

that of a good firm root run ; without this, growth becomes

too rampant, and the plants have often grown nearly a yard

high before a truss of flowers is set. This loss of space

means much to the man who owns but one small house.

Therefore, before putting out the plants means should

be taken, either by treading or beating, to make the

bed so solid that nothing short of a good long trowel will

suffice for making the holes into which the pots are to go.

Following such preparation, growth for the next few weeks

will be slow, but it will also be sure, and of that colour

and substance which augurs well for a record crop later.

5^
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CHAPTER VII.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT.

As regards training, there were formerly in existence several

methods, each having its own advocates, who undoubtedly

were perfectly satisfied with the results. But with

the improvement in flavour and appearance of the fruit came
also improved methods of culture. Excepting in very rare

instances, we do not now come across those who, instead

of entirely removing t'le side shoots, advocate them being

pinched at the first point. Neither do we see many allow-

ing more than two leaders to be taken up from one plant,

although it is not uncommon to find those who grow them as

double cordons. Still, excepting where the stock of plants

is limited, we fail to see any advantage in this, and for all

practical purposes nothing beats the single-stem system. This

method has so many advantages over any other that the

iimateup grower is advised to adopt no other.

Watering:.—Having got our plants settled in their

permanent quarters, the details to be observed will be the

same for those in pots as for those planted out, and consist

in keeping the plants properly supplied with water at the

roots, although overhead syringing is neither necessary nor

advisable. Avoid checks at all times, and be most careful

with the watering can. A sharp tap with a decent-sized

stick will be found the best means of ascertaming the con-

dition of the soil of those growing in pots. If water is re-

quired, a gentle tapping with this will bring forth a hollow

sound. If already well supplied, a duU thud will be the

result. To many this precaution may appear to be quite

unnecessary, but, considering the little extra time it involves,
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we do not hesitate to say it should always be resorted to by
beginne'rs. Later on experience will have taught them how
often to water, and it may be dispensed with. Be careful

not to over-water a plant. Far better to find a few flag-

ging through want of water than to find one in that con-

dition through an over-supply of moisture at the root. To
restore the first-nartied to its former perky condition is but

the matter of an hour or so, while experience proves a water-

logged plant is seldom of much use afterwards, so, at the

risk of a little repetition, the grower is again urged to err

on the dry side. On the return of bright sunshine following

a few dull days it will often be observed that the foliage will

droop and the plant assume an altogether unhappy appear-

ance; and the inexperienced grower, without ascertaining

the condition of the soil, concludes the plants want water,

and immediately proceeds to give them a liberal supplj-—

a

mistaken kindness which only makes matters worse, for in

nine cases out of ten it is not drought at the roots which

is the cause of the trouble, but the bright sunshine on the

plants, the same thing being noticeable with other occupants

of a glasshouse—melons, cucumbers, or chrysanthemums.

But there is no need for alarm, and, provided a good current

of air passes among the plants, they soon right themselves.

Temperature.—Endeavour to keep an even tempera-

ture, from 60 to 65 deg., avoiding extremes of heat and cold.

This may easily be managed by using a little more than

ordinary care in the manner of ventilating and stoking the

fire. A few degrees occasionally, either above or below the

temperature indicated, will do no harm, but too low a tem-

perature long continued will cause the plants to become

sickly in appearance, while the other extreme favours a weak
elongated growth, from which good returns are very rarely

forthcoming. As the sun gains more power it will be an

impossibility to follow any set rule as regards the tempera-

ture of the house, this fluctuating a dozen or more times

during the day ; but, providing a high temperature is accom-

panied by plenty of ventilation, little need be feared.

D
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Ventilation.—The question of ventilation is not eo easy

as it appears, and especially during the early stages of the

plant's growth must be given with great caution, everything

depending on from which quarter the wind is blowing. To
allow tomato plants to long remain at the mercy of a cutting

north or east wind would be folly in the extreme, and suici-

dal to the plants; and the wisdom of a well-ventilated house

will here be apparent, as it enables air to be admitted when-

ever necessary.

Disbudding: and Training.—The side shoots which

A.G,6^oa

Another Section of a SpanRoof House.

In this there are no side sashes to the honse. Plants are grown in large pots
along the sides, and two rows of plants in the ground along the centre. The
spaces between may be occupied by other plants.

form at the axils of every leaf will now give much trouble,

and must be removed as soon as they are discerned. This

may be done by pinching with the fingers or cutting with a

sharp knife. Owing to the unpleasant stain upon the fingers

which always follows the handling of tomato plants, the

latter will be found the most convenient way. To allow

these side shoots to remain many days will be at the ex-

pense of the fruit swelling less freely, for evei-y inch of
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growth the shoots make means so much energy lost to the

plant. Tying up the plants will now become almost a dailj

task, and the grower should remember the advice already

given, of the importance of not tying too tightly. A sharp

look-out must also be kept for those leaves which invariably

appear at the extremity of the bunches. These also must be

removed at once, although we have known growers leave

them, thinking that, owing' to the number of flowers these

secondary shoots carry, to retain them means a larger and

heavier bunch. Our own experience is, however, directly

opposite to this, and whenever by chance a bunch is missed

until of good size we have invariably noticed the parent

bunch was considerably lighter for its company.

Setting: the Fruit.—During our earliest days in

Tomato growing it was thought absolutely essential that,

in order to obtain a good crop, each flower should be hand-

fertilised, and many tedious hours we have experienced in

doing it. The means usually employed is a small camel-hair

brush or a rabbit's tail at the end of a stick ; but, excepting

for winter fruiting, artificial fertilising the flowers is looked

upon as unnecessary nowadays. The chief factors in secur-

ing a good set is a dry, warm atmosphere and plenty of

ventilation, both at the top and siides of the house, thus

allowing plenty of air circulating between the plants, at the

same time avoiding a too-moist root run. Where these con-

ditions are present, a gentle shaking of the plant about mid-

day, when the sun is at its fullest power, is all that is

needed; in fact, many of our best varieties set good heavy

crops without human aid of any kind, and certainly the

fruits thus secured are invariably of better shape than when

such agencies as tails or brushes are resorted to.

D 2
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CHAPTER VIII.

MANURES.

Having succeeded in securing a good set, the grower is

usually iired with the pardonable ambition of producing a

record crop, together with early maturity, and it is often

at this stage that the inexperienced grower makes the most

serious mistakes, mistakes which no after-culture will rectify.

Misled often by specious advertisements extolling the almost

magical effects assured by using someone's specially prepared

Tomato manure, their zeal often outruns their discretion,

and they commence giving the plants far too generous treat-

ment. " Killed by kindness " is an epitaph which may safely

be written across the majority of failures annually recorded

by amateur growers, who, not being content to leave " doing

well " alone, endeavour to force matters with strong nos-

trums, to the disadvantage of both crop and grower. Before

being too generous in the matter of " helps," it will be well

to remember that feeding, as applications of fertilisers or

manures is usually termed, when commenced too early, is

often attended by results exactly the opposite to those ex-

pected to follow this addition to the ordinary diet. Strong

manures induce a very gross growth, individual leaves

sometimes extending to a couple of feet in length. This

is certainly most undesirable, bearing in mind the fact that

a superabundance of foliage means a too-dense shade for the

fruit growing beneath it. In addition to this defect, it wiU

be noted that many of the flowers already opened, instead of

setting, will turn yellow at the joint just behind the flower,

and afterwards drop off at an alarming rate, the result being

a very meagre crop of fruit. Therefore, providing the plants

are still healthy, as indicated by the dark-green foliage, and
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are growing in a good compost, the grower is. advised to
withhold' stimulants until the second bunch of fruit is well
set, or those on the first bunch are as large as walnuts. At
this stage they will fully appreciate, and, to us© a popular
phrase, will " swell wisibly." Under good . cultivation some
varieties often produce exceptionally large bunches of fruit,

and it will be an advantage to support these with string or

bast, or other tying material, after the manner of grapes.

Suitable Manures.—Although in composts such as

those previously recommended for growing the plants in, the
Tomato may usually be relied upon to produce and mature
a fair crop of fruit, without further aid being given it.

Human nature is such that the more we get for our money
the more satisfied we become, and with the object of increas-

ing the produce of our plants we resort to the use of those

manures which science and our own experience have taught
us to be productive of good results. Unlike some of our
cultivated plants, the Tomato has such an insatiable appe-

tite. Very little in the way of manures comes amies to it.

and there are now so many excellent proprietary compounds
on the market that it would be no easy task to gay with

absolute certainty which of these were best suited for the

plant. Satisfactory results usually follow the use of either

when used in an intelligent manner, being careful not to

exceed the quantities recommended by the makers. Strange

to say, many amateur gardeners are the greatest sinners in

this matter, and, owing to the doses recommended being

exceptionally small, they conclude little good would follow

such applications, and proceed to apply it in double propor-

tions, the inevitable result being partial, if not the total,

failure of the crop, and the wrong person gets the blame.

Special Fertilisers—Quite the heaviest crop of

indoor tomatoes we ever saw was grown by the aid of the

well-known Clay's Fertiliser, used in alternate weeks with

the equally well-known Ichthemic Guano. This was applied

at the rate of a dessertspoonful to each plant, and was com-
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menced as soon as the second truss of fruit attained the size

of marbles. The plants were growing in less than six inohes

of soil, and ensured for the person who grew them an envi-

able reputation for tomato growing for miles around.

Thompson's Manure, in addition to being one of the safest

manures for the amateur to handle, is also one of the best,

especially when used as a top-dressing. By its aid a strong,

sturdy growth is assured, and the fruit produced is of most
excellent colour and great size. Canary Guano is another

I seful manure, and, owing to its freedom from the objection-

able odour which characterises most guanos, it is especially

well suited for the use of ladies. Whatever manures are

used, the grower is strongly advised to stick to the little-and-

often- plan, instead of the feast-and-famine method adopted

by some growers. In sprinkling these dry manures on the

surface, do not overlook the fact that when they are not

well stirred into the soil previous to watering, much of it

may be wasted by being washed away or otherwise unevenly

distributed. The watering, which should always follow a

surface dressing of these dry manures, ought to be applied

through a fine-rosed can. This will ensure it reaching the

roots at once. The pricking over of the soil, independent

of the manure, will be of great assistance to the growth of

the plants, aerating the soil, and producing the same bene-

ficial results as mark the use of the hoe among crops in the

open garden.

Superphosphate.—Few manures are cheaper or more

beneficial to tomatoes than superphosphate of lime, and very

fine crops are grown with no other assistance. It is also

what we may term a very safe manure, and, provided it is

kept oS the foliage of the plants, it may be used in stronger

doses than usually recommended. On our sandy soil we
have used it at treble the strength here indicated, with no

apparent injury to the crop, but on all ordinary soils it will

be just as well to adhere to the proportions here given. It

may be sprinkled among the plants at the rate of a dessert-

spoonful to each plant once a week, or converted into liquid
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manure by placing a good handful to three gallons of water

a short time before using. In watering the plants keep the

liquid well stirred, and, as before hinted, keep it off the

foliage, or burnt patches will be the result.

Bone Mea.! is another inexpensive but useful food, suit-

able for mixing with the soil when top-dressing the plants.

It usually- happens that, after setting a good crop of fruit,

surface roots are abundant, plainly indicating that they are

in search of more food. This is the proper time to apply a

top-dressing, and if a good sample of finely-ground bone-

meal be obtainable, and mixed with good turfy loam at the

rate of a oin. pot to each bushel of soil, and pressed firmly

around thj plants, a marked improvement in both growth

and fruit will soon follow.

Dried Blood is a very powerful manure, well suited

for tomatoes, used in the same proportions as that recom-

mended for bone-meal. Unfortunately, this has rather an

impleasant smell, which is against its frequent use in small

greenhouses attached to the dwelling. It also produces a

nasty-looking surface on the soil, but where its use would

cause no inconvenience it will be found that both the crop

and individual fruits receive much benefit from its use.

Pisreon or Fowl Manure which has been kept quite

dry makes a very powerful fertiliser, and far more to be

preferred than some of the inferior imported guanos now on

the market at big prices. If a peck of this be put into a

rather coarse bag, and suspended by a string in a tub con-

taining eighteen gallons of water, and kept constantly agi-

tated, after two days' immersion the liquid makes a grand
liquid manure for tomatoes, and may be used with advan-

tage twice a week after the first fruits commence to colour.

Nitrate of Soda is sometimes recommended for toma-

toes, and no doubt when plants have become worn out it

gives an impetus to new growth; but we have failed to note
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much good resulting from its use alone on good, healthy

plants; but, when mixed with equal parts of superphosphate

and used at the rate of 3oz. to four gallons of water, or used

as a top-dressing at the rate of 3o^ to the square yard, it

works wonders with the crop, inducing a good healthy

growth.

Soot.— The advantages of soot as a manure for tomatoes

shtuld not be lost sight of by those desiring a cheap and
efieotual stimulant. Its value in other ways has long been

known to the gardener, and if, when surface - feeding the

plants, sufficient of this b© added to the soil to blacken it,

nothing but good will follow. Immersed in a bag, in the

way recommended for fowl manure, the results will be almost

as satisfactorj'.

Liquid Manures.—The drainings from either stables

or cow-sheds are also valuable aide in the production of heavy

crops of tomatoes, and in many gardens this is the only

feeding they get. But, owing to the ever-varying strength

of these drainings, their application to the plants requires

a little judgment being exercised on the part of the grower.

Too strong a dose will soon ruin even the most promising

crop. A safe guide for the beginner will be to use the liquid

in proportion to one in six of clear water, increasing the

strength as the plant becomes accustomed to it, until the

proportions are one in three.

Horse Droppi rig's.—Where neither, horses nor oows

are kept the grower is advised to obtain fresh supplies of

horse droppings once a fortnight. A peck of either of these,

or sheep droppings, placed in a sack in a tub of water, makes

a good liquid manure. •

Anotlier View of the Feeding: Question.—So

far wo have expressed our own views on the subject of feed-

ing tomatoes, but it will be well, perhaps, to quote the

opinion of a wel],-known grower, Mr. W. Dyke, who is also

an acknowledged authority on manures. In one of his
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valued communications to "Amateur Gardening " some time

since he wrote

:

" We think all growers will agree with us when we eay

there is no crop which pays so well for feeding as tomatoes

do. Let a few plants growing in pots or borders have no

help from any manure except that which was mixed with

the soil when they were potted, and see what a poor show

they make by the side of others to which good and suitable

manure be applied. The application of manure to tomato

plants is a subject requiring very careful consideration, for

it is so easy to apply a substance which will do them no

good, or one that will do more harm than good. Those who
have grown tomatoes know quite well how difficult it is to

get the first truss of bloom to set well. Their plants are

very strong and vigorous, and have large, healthy leaves,

and yet the fruit will not come. Why is this ?

"Experiments in Feeding Tomatoes.—Before we answer

this question allow us to give one of the experiments we
carried out on tomato plants to find out what effect arti-

ficial manures had upon them. Eight plants in No. 12'6

were potted in turfy loam, in which a little nitrate of soda

was mixed. These plants, after they had grown about 18in.

in height, were watered once a week with water in which

nitrate of soda was dissolved. The plants treated thus grew
most luxuriantly. The growth was large and sappy, but no

fruit formed until tlie plants were over 3ft. in height. In

another experiment eight plants were potted in soil in which

nitrate of potash was mixed. These were watered once every

week with water in which nitrate of potash was dissolved.

This batch of plants looked exactly like those which had the

nitrate of soda, but the leaves in this case were firmer and
more fully developed. Nitrate of soda contains nothing in

the way of plant food except nitrogen ; but nitrate of potash

contains nitrogen and potash. From this we may see that

plants which have plenty of nitrogen at their roots will grow
freely, but will not fruit; and that potash, although it helps

to make leaf development more perfect, will not make plants

fruitful. We think it will, perhaps, be best to show our
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readers the cfiEect of another experiment we carried out on
eight tomato plants. These were potted in soil in which

only superphosphate was mixed. They were also watered

with water in which superphosphate was dissolved. The
effect of this manure was entirely different to that of either

of the others, for, instead of the growth being sappy, it was
firm and short-jointed, and most of the fruit set on the first

truss of bloom. Here, then, was the key to feeding for fruit,

for it is a well-known fact that superphosphate does not con-

tain nitrogen or potash, but phosphoric acid and lime. Phos-

phoric acid and lime are therefore the fruit-forming elements

in soils or manures. The tomato plants with which we ex-

perimented and gave only superphosphate, although they

set their fruit freely, could not be induced to swell it up,

and the leaves assumed a yellow colour. To a few of them
we gave a few waterings with nitrate of potash in the water,

and the change was a marvel. The leaves in three days

changed from yellow to a deep green, and the plant com-

menced to grow freely and the fruit to develop.
" Some Results.—These few simple experiments teach us

that if our plants are growing too vigorously we must give

them phosphoric acid and lime; and that if they are fruiting

freely, and the fruit does not swell and the plants look

starved, they must have nitrogen and potash. There is no

substance like superphosphate of lime to supply plants with

readily available phosphoric acid and lime; and nitrate of

potash is one of the best fertilisers to supply nitrogen and

potash. Either of these substances may be given at the rate

of loz. in a gallon of water twice a week until the plants have

gained their normal conditions—i.e., the sappy plants begin-

ning to fruit, or the too fruitful and starved plants

begin to grow. We have given the above with a view to

help those growers to overcome some of the difficulties they

experience in feeding tomatoes^ but we prefer to give plants

a mixture with a proper proportion of nitrogen, potash, and
phosphoric acid, so as to get the plants to develop and fruit

well from the first. We will therefore now devote a little

space to this mixture and its application.
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"An Ideal Manxjrb for ToMiTOES.—The artificial manure
we have found most useful for tomatoes is made
by mixing together the following ingredients: One part
nitrate of soda, one part Peruvian guano, one part kainit,

one part superphosphate. The chemical analysis of a mix-
ture of this description will work out as follows : 6J per cent,

of nitrogen, 12 per cent, of phosphates, 3^- per cent, of

potash. The above manure, as may be seen by the analysis,

contains a good proportion of all the most important ele-

ments required by the Tomato to build up its structure and
to form and mature its fruit. There is sufficient nitrogen

present to give vigour without producing that soft and sappy

growth so distasteful to the grower; while potash and phos-

phate are there to induce fruitfulness, and help to sweU up
the fruit in the shortest possible time. The above mixture

may be applied to tomato plants as soon as the first fruit is

set. If they do not grow freely and look hard or yellow

apply it once or twice before the fruit forms, but if they are

planted in a proper soil they will need no feeding until the

fruit begins to appear. The mixture may be used either in

water or applied in a dry state to the surface of the soil.

Applied in water, it should be used at the rate of one ounce

to a gallon twice or three times a week; but when applied

in a dry state one ounce will be sufficient for five plants in

large pots or boxes, or two ounces may be applied to a square

yard of ground once every week."

A Really Good Liquid Manure suitable for all

plants can be made by getting a barrowful of cow manure,

one gallon of good, old soot, together with a gallon of fresh

lime, from the kiln; mix this up thoroughly, and place half

of it in a coarse bag, and after three days use at the rate

of one gallon to three of clear water. This recipe was given

us by one of the most successful gardeners of to-day, and,

as far as we are aware, has not previously been published.

He recommended it for all soft-wooded plants, but we found

the best results followed its use on indoor-grown tomatoes.
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CHAPTER IX.

REMOVAL OF FOLIAGE.

This to the amateur is always a puzzling matter, and cer-

tainly one that requires a deal of discretion and common
sense being exercised. Undoubtedly in many directions the

system has been carried too far, for, while it is admittedly

undesirable to have the foliage so dense as to exclude light

and sunshine reaching the fruit, aU experienced growers de-

preciate the wholesale denudation of the foliage as practised

in some places, and vote it to be a mistake. Where the

plants have been placed too closely together, or where the

variety has proved of much more robust growth than was
anticipated—and, consequently, the leaves from one plant

touch its neighbour, or prevent the tomatoes growing be-

neath getting their full share of sunshine—a better plan than

cutting the leaves away wholesale will be found by compro-

mising the matter. In the early fruiting stage, instead of

cutting away a whole leaf, either cut it through at half its

length or strip off all the growth on one side the midrib.

If this is done discriminately at intervals of a few days veiT

little check to the plant will follow, and the fmit will get

all the light and air it needs.

Basal Foliage.—After the plants have set five or six

good bunches of fi-uit, the lower leaves usually commence to

turn yellow, indicating they have performed their part in

building up the plant; and, as no useful purpose will be

served by retaining them, these may be cut off, followed a

fortnight later by those directly above them ; and if by the

time the top bunch is of usable size the season is so far

advanced that there remains but little prospect of these
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ripening satisfactorily without artificial heat, almost the
whole of the leaves may be cut away, thus allowing what
little sun we then get to reach the fruits. Wherever pos-
sible, however, this denudation should be avoided, and the
foliage, provided it is healthy, allowed to remain on the
plant as long as fruit remains unripe. It must be distinctly

understood that the flavour of fruit taken from a denuded
plant will be decidedly inferior to that grown under more
natural conditions.

Physiologry of Plant Growth—Before we leave

this subject it may, perhaps, be of interest to describe more
precisely the relation of leaves to the growth of a plant. As
Mr. T. W. Sanders, F.L.S., so clearly points out in his

interesting book, the " Alphabet of Gardening," leaves are

the workshops or laboratory of the plant, wherein all the

raw materials, in the form of crude sap, conveyed up from
the roots are manufactured into the finished products for

building up the tissues of the plant and fruit. Thus -the

roots collect from the soil certain foods, which are propelled

upwards to the leaves. When these foods reach the cells

of the leaves they come in contact with carbonic acid ab-

sorbed from the air, and in conjunction with chlorophyll, the

green colouring matter of the leaves, and sunshine they are

gradually elaborated into highly-organised material capable

of forming protoplasm, the life of plants, and the substance

essential to form new cells and new tissues for the extension

of growth and the development of flowers and fruit. Hence

leaves are of the utmost value to a plant. If a plant be

imduly deprived of them, the work of collecting raw food by

the roots is severely handicapped, for it is by their agency

alone that the sap is drawn upwards, and the work of ela-

boration is also curtailed, consequently the fruit is deprived
~
of its full share of nourishment, and of the means of adding

to its store of flesh and the development of its flavour. Thus

it will be seen how essential it fs not to deprive a tomato

plant of too much foliage if we would have strong, healthy

plants, and plenty of good flavoured fruits.
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CHAPTER X.

EXHIBITION FRUITS.

Owing to their popularity, utility, and bright appearance

tomatoes form one of the most attractive exhibits at our

horticultural shows, and happy is the man who can include

the requisite number of perfect fruits in a mixed collection

of vegetables, however large or small the collection may be;

for, although according to the code of rules for judging vege-

tables tabulated by the Royal Horticultural Society, these

only carry the same number of points as several other vege-

tables, it will often be observed that, other things being

equal, the chief awards are given to those collections which

include well-grown tomatoes. Well-grown does not neces-

sarily imply the largest fruits, although if together with

size there is also shape, solidity of flesh, colour, and total

absence of the objectionable eye, there will be no reason

why extra large ones should not be shown, although those

about the size of an average orange are usually favoured by

the judges.

Cropping.—To grow fruits for exhibition the grower
must be prepared to sacrifice a portion of his crop by a judi-

cious thinning of the bunches while the fruit is still quite

small. This is an easy matter, requiring only the selection

of such as promise to develop into perfect specimens, remem-
bering appearance counts for much with most judges. There-

fore remove the extra large one which often shows at the

extremity of the bunch, as such rarely develops into an

exhibition fruit. Two, or at the most three, fruits are

sufficient for a bunch to carry if really good specimens are

required, although of course more may be left if the crop

\s a light one, and competition does not promise to be ex-
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ceptionally keen. It will be found that most of these re-

served fruits will do all that is required of them, therefore

it is quite unnecessary to carry this extreme thinning much
beyond the number required for exhibition.

Gathering and Storing the Fruits—The man
who grows but a limited number of plants will often expe-

rience a difficulty in getting the requisite number of ripe

fruits on a certain day. The way to overcome this difficulty

will be to carefully preserve all those of good appearance
which ripen during the fortnight preceding the show. Pick

them before they become quite ripe, and wrap each one in

a soft piece of tissue paper, and place them out of the way
of rats and mice in a cool shed or room, and, if possible,

provide a layer of wood wool, fine sawdust, or bran for them
to lay on. Avoid handling them more than is absolutely

necessary, for if bruised in any way they soon show it, and
are thereby spoilt. If treated thus it will be found that by
the time they are required tli^y will be of far better appear-

ance than had they remained on the plant, where the chances

are they would have split, and thus become quite worthless

so far as exhibition specimens are concerned.

Staging the Fruits—A dish of tomatoes requires

but little arranging to set them off, but if a sheet of cotton-

wool sufficiently large to allow each fruit to stand a clear

inch from its neighbour be available, it will be an advantage

to arrange them on it, especially when shown among othfer

vegetables, in which case the tomatoes should invariably be

given the centre position. Should circumstances compel an

ordinary plate or dish to be used, let this be a white one,

and after placing the fruits thereon garnish the dish with

a few nice sprays of parsley; this makes a good setting for

the fruit, the green foliage contrasting well with the deep

red tomatoes. Of course, the ideal dish of tomatoes is that

where all are as alike in size and appearance as peas; but,

as this is not always possible, the exhibitor is advised to

place his most perfect fruits in the centre, or graduate them
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en the dish in 'Such a manner that the difierence in size is

less noticeable.

Heavy-weight Classes—^ome societies now offer

prizes for the best and heaviest bunches of fruit as growing.

Thia is an innovation which others will do well to copy, for

in doing so they do the general public a great service,

enabling these to have practical proof of what a variety is

capable of doing, which serves as a better guide than the

most minute description on paper. In showing bimohes,

especially where weight is the chief consideration, it will be

best to remove all but the selected bunch from the plant,

and leave thinning alone, but taking care to tie the bunch

end in the manner suggested earlier in this book. But if

weight be not Ihe only consideration, we should certainly

advise only the retention of the best and most perfect fruits,

nipping out the ill-sbaped ones, which, instead of improving,

rather detract from the appearance of the bunch, allowing

those partially coloured to remain.

CHAPTER XI.

WINTER TOMATOES.

To produce good crops of tomatoes during the dull days from

October to March requires something more than ordinary

care, and we may say at the outset that those who only

boast one small house, in which they grow those plants gene-

rally to be found in an amateur's greenhouse, had better

not attempt their culture, leaving it to those whose circum-

stances permit the maintenance of a temperature from 60

to 65 deg. during the winter without detriment to the other

occupants of the house.
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General Treatment—The ti-eatment to be followed
will be exactly as laid down for the summer crop, excepting
that, as growth will not be nearly so rapid, watering must
be done with more tlian usual care. Care must also be taken
to keep the atmosphere of the house in which the plants are

growing as dry as possible. At all times avoid a close, moist

atmosphere, as it is almost certain to cause disease. Ven-
tilation will become a tedious task, and require careful

watching; a little neglect in this particular will soon ruin

a crop. Owing to their porosity, pot culture is more to be

preferred than either boxes or beds, and for this purpose

nothing is more suitable than the lOin. size. Seeds should

be sown about the first week in August, carefully observing

the conditions laid down in a previous chapter on the need

for thin sowing.

Compost and Pottlng._Pot off as soon as large

enough, and grow outside en a bed of ashes or in an un-

heated frame. Do not allow the plants to become pot-bound,

but give occasional shifts until the final size is reached. A
suitable compost for this final potting will be one-half of

good sound loam, with grass only partially decayed. Chop
or pull it to pieces until about the size of walnuts; add a

third of half-decayed horse or cow manure, and the same
of good leaf-soil passed through a coarse sieve. To each

barrow-load of this add a 5in. potful of soot, also one of

bone-meal, and sufficient coarse sand or small nodules of

charcoal to ensure porosity; mix together thoroughly and

pot fairly firm.

Early Autumn Treatment—Stand the plants in

a shelteired, but not shady, spot, and by the end of Septem-

ber each plant sihould have set at least one bunch of fruit,

and as frost may now be expected they should be placed in

their winter quarters. Allow plenty of room between the

plants, and pinch out the leader after a few good sets are

secured. In order to get anything approaching a fair crop

hand-fertilising will be necessary, and a rabbit's tail will
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answer for this purpose as well as anything we know, using
it upon the flowers when the sun is shining.

Winter Treatment—Weak applications of liquid

manure or an occasional sprinkle of one of the well-known
artificials should be given. Give special care to the removal
of side shoots, and expose the fruit to as much light as pos-
sible. Pick the fruits before they are fully ripe, finishing

the ripening on a shelf in a warm house. This will relieve

the plants to some extent, and help them to finish the next
bunch sooner than would have been the case had they re-

mained on the plant.

Selection of Varieties—For winter fruiting this

needs consideration, for, although all agree we already have
a surfeit of summer-fruiting varieties, the choice of really

good varieties for winter work is very limited. Some of our

best and most popular varieties, even when grown under the

best conditions, are notoriously bad setters, and to attempt

a crop from these during the winter months would end in

failure. Undoubtedly the most popular variety among
growers of winter tomatoes is found in Sutton's Winter
Beauty, which, under ordinary greenhouse culture, seldom
fails to produce a fair crop of good-sized fruit, the only

drawback to this variety being that the fruits are somewhat
corrugated. But this defect, if defect it be, can be overlooked

when we consider its advantages, which include good flavour

and keeping qualities. Many of the fruits of this variety

come of unusually large size, and, providing the seed was

obtained from a reliable source, the corrugation is not so

pronounced as it was when the variety was first introduced

Earliest of All is another old favourite with many growers

of early tomatoes, but the fruits of this are very corrugated,

neither is the flavour so good as the first-named; but the

fact that it is a good setter causes many to still cling to it.

Other varieties frequently met with, either for a winter or

very early spring supply, are Old Red, Comet Improved,

Supreme, and Hackwood Park.
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CFAPTER XII.

CULTURE IN FRAMES.

It is, perhaps, not generally known that the Tomato may
be grown in a cold fram© during the summer with a fair

amount of success. Of course this method is recommended
only where there is no greenhouse or outside wall on which

to grow the plants.

Tomato Cultuke ix a Frame.

Section ot a 'snnk frame or pit for Tomato culture.

Preparing the Frame—In the first place, most
frames are too shallow for Tomato culture; they must,
therefore, be either raised on a false framework of side® and
ends, or soil must be taken out till sufficient depth is ob-
tained. The illustration shows the latter mftthod. The
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depth in the centre of the frame, from the closed light to the

ground level, should not be less than 3ft. Having taken

out the soil, a bed for the plants to grow in must be formed

at the bottom end or foot of the frame, by placing a board

across so as to form a bed a foot wide. Fill this with good
ordinary soil, to which a fourth part of decayed manure, or

a sprinkling of some approved artificial is added.

After Treatment—No-ff form a rough trellis of

laths, bean sticks, or wire, and fix across the frame 9in.

below the closed light. Upon this train the tomato plants,

allowing the fruit bunches to hang downwards. The plants

may be planted 9in. apart, and should be grown on the

single-stem principle—i.e., no side shoots or branches are

allowed. Also, if the leaves become unduly crowded a few

of the largest should be partially removed, say, shortened to

half their length. This is better than entirely removing

them. Any good variety is suitable. A hotbed is not neces-

sary.

CHAPTER XIII.

VARIETIES FOR INDOOR CULTURE.

Like everything else which takes the public fancy, varieties

of tomatoes have now become so numerous that even expe-

rienced growers find it difficult to select what in their opinion

is the best variety to grow. Each reputable firm have their

own special introductions, and he who likes to keep up to

date finds this matter of selection anything but an easy task.

Fortunately for the amateur grower, there are very few

varieties now included in the lists of our best seedsmen which
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thia was probably the most popular variety grown, especially

among small growers, who, by reason of its free setting and
heavy cropping powers, soon gave it a place. The fruits

are of moderate size, very freely produced, and of good

appearance.

TucKSwooD Cross.—This is by the same raiser, and, in

addition to being a good cropper, the fruits are of larger

size than either of the preceding kinds. Many bunchee of

this variety contain more than a dozen large fruit, and, as

it is an exceptionally strong grower, it should, wherever pos-

sible, be planted not less than 2ft. apart.

Perfection (Sutton's).—This is by no means a novelty,

having already been before the public a great number of

years, and is etill largely grown by many, especially by

exhibitors, who find the perfect shape and beautifully-

coloured fruit well adapted for exhibition. The bunches of

fruit are not so large as many other varieties, neither is the

variety such a free setter, but it has outlived dozens ol others

since introduced to supersede it, and we conclude, for the

purpose named, that its popularity wOl, like Tennyson's im-

mortal brook, "go on for ever."

Best of All.—Although by the introducers large size is

not claimed for this variety, we have found under good

treatment that the fruit bears comparison with most others

in the matter of size and weight; and, as these are of beau-

tiful shape and colour, and remain a long time in good con-

dition, little can be said against the name it bears as an

indoor variety, although we should hesitate to give it our

vote for outdoor culture.

Jewel (Webb's).—In addition to the other sterling quali-

ties possessed by this variety, this can lay claim to keeping

in good condition much longer than the thinner-skinned

varieties. The fruit is above the average in size, and of

good colour. Where good culture is given, an abundant

crop may be assured.
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Monbt-Makbr.—This variety has been before the public

but a short time, yet quite long enough to demonstrate its

good qualities, and its right to the somewhat presumptuous
title it bears. The fruit is of good size,; and is produced in ex-

ceptionally large bunches.

Invincible (Holmes').—After three seasons' trial of this,

both grown in pots and planted out, we conclude this to be

one of the best in existence. Few varieties excel this for

ordinary greenhouse culture. Th« bunches produced are

exceptionally large and loose, often containing eighteen to

two dozen fruits, which, in addition to an unusually bright

colour, are of good flavour. A real gein for exhibitors.

Ham Green Favoueitb.—For general excellence of crop

and flavour this old- variety is still hard- to beat, being a

wonderful cropper and of good constitution. We first grew

this sixteen years ago, and during the intervening years have

tried it against many, new varieties, and in neither case has

it failed to give a good- account of itself.

Sensation.—This is another rather old variety, but the

grower who aims at fruit above the average size is advised

to give it a trial, for under good cultivation we have heard

of some really sensational specimens being obtained—in fact,

without any thinning- at all, we have had fruit upwards of

nine ounces in weight.

Duke of York (Cabtbr's).—Twelve years ago this was one

of the most popular varieties grown, and it says much for

the variety to find that in the ordinary way of things a

decade sees many changes in popular varieties of all vege-

tables. " The Duke" is, to all appearance, as popular to-day

as it th«n was, and, considering the combination of good

qualities to be found in the variety, it is safe to predict this

popularity is assured for many years to come.
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Market Wonder (J. K. King & Sons).—A variety which

we have not tested, but, from information kindly given by

the raisers, we conclude it will become as popular as any

variety in oomuieroe. " The best and heaviest-cropping

tomato in the world " is rather a large order, but the firm

stake their reputation on the truth of this assertion, so we
conclude it to be of exceptional merit.

Conqueror (Webbs').—A fine, new variety with heavy, firm

flesh of a sweet, rich flavour. Skin smooth and thin. Quite

a splendid cropper. Bears six large fruits in a bunch.

King Edwaed VII. (Daniels').—An abundant bearer, carry-

ing eight to twelve large, handsomely-coloured fniits in a

bunch. Fruit, roundish, very solid and heavy, and possessing

a splendid, rich flavour. An ejcellent variety for pot culture.

Yellow-fruited Varieties.

Owing to their distinct flavour and colour these are not

so well adapted for culinary purposes as the red varietiee.

This, together with the fact that many of the fruits are

decidedly undersized when compared with the others,

is, perhaps, the chief reason for their hitherto rather

limited cultivation by amateurs. At any rate, in the past

this section has received but scant recognition at the hands

of small growers; but, thanks to a distinct improvement

noticeable in some of the newer varieties, signs are not want-

ing that more attention wiU be given them in the future

than in the past.

As dessert fruit in some households these are greatly ap-

preciated, and, if only for the novelty of having a few to

show one's friends, the amateur is advised to include a plant

or two in his greenhouse.

They require similar treatment to that given for the red

varieties, excepting that a little more attention should be

paid them when in flower, providing an abundance of ventila-
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tion and keeping the atmospliere as dry as possible. Should
dull weather prevail when the plants are in flower, keep them
rather dry at the roots, and, to ensure there shall be no
failures, it wiU be as well to hand-fertilise the flowers, as

advised for winter fruiting.

Varieties in this section are not nearly so numerous as

among the reds, which to the small grower is an advantage,
for it makes the task of selection far less difficult. Probably
there are not more than a dozen distinct varieties, from
which we select half a dozen, confident that a trial of either

will produce satisfactory results.

Golden Jubilee.—An exceptionally fine variety for dessert,

bearing good trusses of round, smooth fruit of a beautiful

colour.

Dwarf Gem.—This is quite a distinct variety, and, as its

name implies, of a very dwarf habit, rarely exceeding 2^ft.,

but owing to its extra robust growth it should be allowed

plenty of room. The fruite are of good size and quite smooth.

In ordinary summers this variety may be relied upon to pro-

duce a good crop when grown in the open air.

Sunbeam.—A well-known variety, which, although perhaps

not setting its fruit quite as freely as one would wish, is

worth attention on account of its very handsome and well-

flavoured fruits.

King Alfonso.—Quite a distinct variety, producing large

bunches of egg-shaped fruit in abundance. These are of

good size and flavour. We vote this to be the best to set

its fruit of all the yellow varieties yet tried.

Golden Drop.—Among those who grow yellow tomatoes

this has now become very popular, fruiting freely from the

base to the top of the plant. Each bunch carries eight to

ten very fair-sized fruit. In good seasons very heavy crops

of this variety are obtainable from plants growing outside.
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Blenheim Orange.—One of the oldest, but still one of the

best, of this colour, producing its fruit freely inside or out,

and aa these contain but verj' few seeds a dish usually fcids

favour as dessert.

Ornamental Varieties.

In addition to the culinary or dessert value of the follow-

ing varieties, their culture will be found decidedly intereet-

ing, either on account of the colour of the fruit or the

nianner in which they are produced.

Red Cheret.—This bears abundant clusters of red fruit

not larger than an ordinary-sized cherry.

Yellow Cherry.—In shape and appearance the same as

the above; both are of excellent flavour

Red Pear.—Pear-shaped fruit;, highly ornamental.

Yellow Pear.—Same shape, with deep yellow fruit.

Red Currant.—The fruit of this variety is very small,

and hangs in small clustera of four or five.

The Peach.—The name indicates the character of this

variety, the fruit being covered with down like a peach.

The Garland, Golden Drop, and Victoria are others in-

cluded in this section.



Part II.-OUTDOOR CULTURE.

CHAPTER I.

REARING THE PLANTS.

Havino thus far dealt only with the cultivation of plants

growing in greenhouses, we now turn our attention to

another form o! culture, practised, with varying results, by
some thousands of amateurs each season; and, owing pro-

bably to the fickleness of our climate, together with indif-

ferent methods of culture, the resulting crops are not always

so satisfactory as one would wish. This gives rise to the

question: "Does it pay to grow tomatoes in the open air?"

To this question we unhesitatingly answer in the affirma-

tive; for, although the first reason for our non-suocess is

beyond our control, we at any rate may do all that lies in

our power to ensure the latj»r being of the best, and where

this is given it is very seldom the grower has much to com-

plain of in the matter of crop, although, of course, in un-

favourable seasons many fruits fail to ripen outdoors.

Reasons for Failure.—Below we give what expe-

rience and observation has taught us to be the two most

common causes why the outdoor crops of tomatoes in the

gardens of amateur growers are a failure. First, unsuitable

varieties. As the majority of artisans and other small

growers have no greenhouse in which to raise their own
plants, they have perforce to rely on the generosity of

neighbours or those who. advertise plants for sale. In the
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first case it will often happen that the variety, although good
for the purpose of growing under a glass roof, will be quite

unsuitable for open-air work. In the second case failure is

often due to purchasing cheap, weakly plants. The remedy
is to buy strong plants from a reliable source.

'Bowing- the Seeds—Everything in outdoor Tomato
culture depends on the plants being grown without a check.

It will not be advisable to sow the seeds until there is a

fair chance of sufficient room being available to ensure the

plants making a free and uninterrupted growth. This

will usually be about the middle of March. • Sow in

well -drained pans or shallow boxes, using a light

compost, and allow plenty of room between the seed-

lings, certainly not less than an inch. In fact, owing
to the increased heat, the seedlings will be up in a very

short time, and to avoid shifting into the smallest-sized pots

it will be an advantage to give each seed an extra half-inch.

Placed thus far apart, the seedlings will grow exceptionally

strong, and by the time they touch each other they wiU be

ready for a 3in. pot.

The Seedlings.—The soil for this potting should con-

sist of four parts loam, one of leaf-soil, and another of old

well-rotted manure, and, if obtainable, a sixth part of burnt

garden refuse or good wood ashee. Pot fairly firm, and

give a good watering. After shading the plants for two or

three days to enable them to become established in their new
quarters without flagging, return to a position near the glass.

Watering will now become a daily necessity, but be careful

and not overdo it. As soon as the roots touch the sides

of the pots they should be transferred to pots two sizes

larger and a stick placed to each plant, using the sameoom-
post as before. It will be too early yet to place the plants

into cold framies; therefore keep them near the glass, where

plenty of air will reach them, the object being to secure a

sturdy plant in preference to one overdrawn and weak
through too much fire heat and insufficient ventilation.
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Hardening^ Off.—Providing proper treatment has been

given, each plant should have the lower truss of fruit set by
the second week in May, at -which date it will be quite safe

to put them into cold frames, covering the frames with mats
for the first few nights. Allow plenty of ventilation during

the day, but avoid checks caused by cold winds blowing

directly on to the plants. Should the plants at this date

have become pot-bound, it wiU be better policy to repot

them into larger pots than allow them to become stunted

—

a too frequent failing with outdoor tomatoes. Failing pots,

give the plants a little weak soot-water every alternate

watering, which will prevent the leaves turning yellow, and

keep them growing until conditions are favourable for put-

ting them in the open. Where no glass frames are avail-

able a very good substitute m.ay be made by fastening four

ordinary-sized sheets of corrugated iron together to form a

square in which to stand the plants, a few sticks over the

top to support the mats or other covering at night being all

that is required. Owing to the amount of room, plants

placed in these temporary frames make good growth by

planting-out time. Yet another easy means of protection is

afforded by placing the plants in a warm corner and covering

each night with several thicknesses of fish netting; or by

putting four forked sticks into the ground at 6ft. apart each

way, standing far enough out of the ground to allow sticks

being laid across them without touching the plants beneath.

Across these sticks may be placed a covering of any suitable

material on cold nights, removing it as soon as possible in

the morning. Should, as not infrequently happens about

this time, a spell of windy weather prevail, the grower

is advised to lay the plants in these temporary shelters on

their sides, otherwise m.uch damage may be caused by the

wind blowing them over. On warm nights the covering may
be dispensed with, and plants growing under the shelter of

a frame should have the backs tilted in order to allow the

plants to become properly hardened. Treated thus, the

grower need have no anxiety as to his plants doing well after

being placed in their summer quarters.

F
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CHAPTER II.

CULTURE ON WALLS, ETC.

The grower will scarcely need reminding that, in order to

produce ih© earliest fruits and best aggregate results, the

warmest spot in the garden should be given up to the toma-

toes, preference being given to a wall or fence with a south

or south-west aspect, it being very rare to find anything

approaching a fair crop growing on a wall in another direc-

tion. Where no wall or other fence exists, the grower who
aims at an early crop must provide a temporary one. For-

tunately, this need offer no very serious obstacle, as plenty

of old boards or boxes are usually to be obtained from the

local grocers for a few pence. These, if carefully nailed

together and securely fixed in position with stout stakes

behind, will do extremely well for training the plants: and

if pieces of wire or stout string be fastened across about 1ft.

apart the labour entailed in training the plants wiU be appre-

ciably reduced. Common wire netting of small mesh is now

used by a number of small growers, probably owing to the

ease with which the plants may be trained up it; but, of

course, this should only be used as a last resource, for it

cannot be claimed to equal either boards or walls, a solid

background as afforded by bricks or wood retaining the heat

for some hours after sunset, much to the advantage of the

plants' growth. Another form of protection which has much
to recommend it to the small grower is found in wattle

hurdles, so frequently met with in gardens used as wind-

guards or for protection of the less hardy shrubs in winter.

Tomatoes are frequently met with growing and producing

good crops at the foot of a sunny bank. In this case no sticks
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are necessary, but instead a few wooden or wire pegs suffi-

ciently long and strong to secure the stem to the bank will

be all that is needed.

Soil and its Preparation.—Having selected the

position for the plants, proceed to make the soil suitable for

their reception, for, although the plants do not need an over-

rich soil at the start, there are very few soils that would

not be improved by the addition of one or other of the various

plant foods available. Should the grower be the fortunate

Tomatoes Trained to a Wall.
This shows a method of utilising vacant spaces betTveen fruit trees on

waUs. The horizontal branches at the left side are those of an espalier
pear tree. The Tomatoes may be tr.iiued with cue or two totems, as shown,
to fill the space.

possessor of a good stack of loam, he is advised to excavate

the natural soil to the depth of 18in. and 1ft. wide. After

treading the bottom very firmly, nearly fill the hole with the

following compost, which many years' experience has proved

to be well suited for producing a good crop : Loam, three

barrow-loads; leaf-soil or very old manure, one barrow-load;

burnt garden refuse, three-parts of n barrow-load ; and a

Gin. pot of bone-meal to evei-y barrow of soil. To many
this proportion of burnt garden refuse may seem a trifle too
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much, but it is the proportion we always allow, and find it

builds up a strong, healthy growth, invariably attended by
heavy crops of fruit. In fact, on heavy soils we would recom-
mend it being used in the same proportion as leaf-soil. Tread
the whole very firmly, bearing in mind a loose root run favours
a rank growth and indifferent setting of the fruit. The aim
of the grower should be to produce- short-jointed growth with
plenty of fruit trusses, in preference to a straggling growth
and little fruit.

Distance to Plant.—When growing against walls or

other like supports 15in. is the least space allowable between

the plants; in fact, a few inches more would be an advan-

tage. AVe have, however, taken very heavy crops from

plants at this distance. An hour before planting ascertain

the state of the soil in the pots, and if dry give sufficient

water to penetrate the whole mass; plant deeply, and press

the soil firmly about the stems of the plants. Give another

good watering to settle the soil, and the job is finished.

Training;.—Tlie grower is strongly advised to adopt the

single-stem or cordon system of training. The fact that this

is the style adopted by most of our large growers is sufficient

testimony as to its value, although in places vi'here abun-

dant wall space is available, and no convenience to raise

plants at home, the purchase of plants becomes an expen-

sive item. In such cases the double-cordon system may be

followed, which means, instead of pinching out all the side

shoots, retain the strongest one at the bottom, and train up

alongside tiie main stems, treating both shoots as advised

for single cordons. Where the double-cordon system is de-

cided upon an extra foot between the plants should be

allowed. Should the grower be anxious to see for himself

what a single toinato plant is capable of doing in the matter

of covering a wall, let him grow one on the extension system,

nailing or tying in ©very shoot produced ; he will then find

his time very well occupied, but the crop of ripe fruit that

will fall to his share will be very small—if any.
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CHAPTER III.

CULTURE IN THE OPEN GARDEN.

Ijsr favourable summers, even without the protection of a

south wall, temporary boards, or sunny bank, heavy crops

of tomatoes are taken from plants growing in the open field

or garden ; and, where this is the only course open to the

grower, no pains on his part should be spared to obtain the

most favourable conditions for the plants, only the very

beet and strongest of which should be selected, and if the«6

have the lower truss of fruit set, so much the better for the

grower.

Preparing' the Soil.—Now to prepare a few barrow-

loads of soil for filling pots, boxes, or holes for tomatoes
growing indoors or up a wall is a comparatively easy and
inexpensive matter, but to attempt to extend this treatment

to those growing on a larger scale in the open would mean a

considerable outlay. Therefore, for the sake of economy,
it is essential that we sihould make the best possible use of

that we have already got. Soils and aspects count for much
in the culture of outdoor tomatoes, and demand careful con-

sideration by the person who hopes to excel in this respect;

for, although the plants may be kept alive in the bleakest

positions, it is only when growing under the most favourable

conditions that one may hope to get a really profitable crop
;

but, like every other product of the soil, the Tomato well

repays a little extra attention being given it. There are

some soils in the Southern and Western Counties naturally

well suited for Tomato culture, and, without much trouble

or expense in preparation, may usually be relied upon to

produce a fair crop. These are what gardeners term " silky
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loams," and, in addition to tomatoes, will grow almost any-
thing from roses to a turnip. The majority of growers,
however, have either heavy clay or hungry sands to contend
with, but even these may, by a little extra preparation, be-
come so improved that tomato growing becomes not only

possible, but also profitable. In proof of this, we may add
that some of the finest crops of outdoor tomatoes we ever
saw were those grown on a hot, dry, sandy soil. During
the past eight years we have repeatedly had plants so covered
with fruit as to suggest ropes of onions, one variety in par-

ticular producing such an abundant crop that several single-

stem plants carried a yard of fruit, the one bunch touching
the other. Several of these bunches contained over twenty
fruits, and weighed ilb. to 61b. each.

The preparation of the soil should be taken in hand some
time in advance of planting time. This consists of

thorough digging and manuring. If the soil is inclined

to be heavy, much good will be obtained by working
into it plenty of burnt earth, wood-ash, garden refuse, or

road scrapings. These, in addition to their manurial value,

will act mechanically upon the soil, rendering it more porous,

thus allowing the surplus water to drain away instead of

souring the soil, a constantly wet rooting medium being the

least satisfactory of ,all for tomato growing:—The manure
u^edniMiHt-to-arTTeiy-hrruc cxtciit bu govci'uud by local circum-

stances. The Tomato being a voracious feeder, nothing in

the shape of manure comes amiss to it, and, as the plants

have more room for development than when growing in the

confined space necessary for indoor plants, the soil may be

made considerably richer than was advocated for these.

Owing to its cool nature cow manure is usually recom-

mended for sandy soils, while horse manure is admitted to be

productive of tlie best results on cold or heavy clayey soils;

but, whichever is used, it will be well to keep in mind the

fact that manure from highly-fed animals at six shillings per

load will be far more profitable to the grower than that from

poorly-fed ones at two shillings less. Quite the heaviest crop

of tomatoes growing in the open air we ever had were grown
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by the aid of a very liberal dressing of night soil, which was

incorporated into the soil the previous winter ; and, where

the conditions are favourable for this being used, we advise

stations being prepared during the winter months, by getting

out holes 2ft. deep and l|ft. across, these to be half-filled

with the mixture, afterwards filling up level with the ordi-

nary soil of the garden. A stick thrust into the centre of

the station, allowing it to protrude a few inches above the

soil, will mark the spot and prevent any unpleasant after-

effects. If these stations are trodden firm the first week in

May, and a small heap of prepared soil placed in the centre

of each, the places will be ready for the plants, and a heavy
crop of fruit assured. A good general winter dressing for

soil upon which tomatoes are to be grown will be a good
barrow-load and a half of well-rotted manure to each rod of

ground, this to be dug in a good spit deep, and allowed to

remain in a rough state, afterwards adding kainit and super-

phosphate of lime at the rate of 31b. of each to each barrow-

load of manure, digging this in about half a spit deep. A
little lime or soot may then be scattered over the surface and
allowed to remain.

Planting' Out.—^Having prepared the soil, leave it in

a rough state until the first week in May, when another dress-

ing of soot—sufficient to blacken the surface—should be

given, afterwards raking the plot over and treading the soil

firmly, as is usual for onions. The experience of the past

few years should be sufficient warning to would-be growers

not to be in too great a hurry to put the plants into their

permanent quarters. The few hot days we usually experi-

ence about the middle of May often tempt the ambitious

amateur to plant out prematurely; but as these warm days

are invariably followed by cold nights, biting winds, and
even frosts, unhappy is the man whose plants are beyond
means of protection when this happens. Therefore, except-

ing in Soutliern Counties, or in gardens exceptionally

favoured by reason of woods or walls, he is the wise man
who defers putting out his plants until the first week in
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June. When planting remember each plant will require all

the sun possible ; therefore allow at least 2Jft. between eax;h

plant. This will prevent the one unduly shading the other,

and allow th<3 grower ample room for attending to their

after-culture. Plant fairly deep, and tread the soil around
the plants quite firm, and before leaving secure each plant

to a stout stake. Provided a good watering is given at

planting time no more will be required for several days, btat

a gentle dewing twice a day with the syringe will prevent

the plants drooping, and assist them to become established.

General Treatment—As soon as the plants

get accustomed to the new surroundings they will at once

commence making a very rapid growth, and need almost

daily watching. Laterals will be showing in all directions,

and must'' be instantly removed. Owing to the strong growth

many of the ties previously made will have become too tight

and require loosening, or they will cut through the plant.

Greenfly may put in its appearance, and must be got rid of

at once. • (See chapter on " Pests.") /Weeds will also be

causing trouble, and the constant usfe of the hoe become
necessary. As soon as a few good bunches of fruit are set

it will be an advantage to pinch out the leader at the first

or second leaf beyond the fourth bunch,
j By this time those

on the lower bunch will have grown to a good size, and it

will be advisable, after hoeing between the plants, to give

the soil a good soaking of manure water, or a surface dress-

ing of one of the manures recommended.

Mulching: the Plants._0n most soils, should the

summer be exceptionally hot, mulching the plants will be

advisable. This needs a little discretion in its application.

A very common failing, even among good gardeners, is to

err on the side of giving a too liberal mulch, a great thick-

ness being neither necessary nor desirable. The object of

applying a mulch is not so much to feed the plants as to

keep the roots cool during hot weather, thereby saving the

grower much labour in watering. The mulch may consist of
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long, half-decayed manure, leaves, mo.ss litter— in fact, any-

thing to break the sun's rays—^and a thickness of a couple

of incJies should seldom be exceeded, for, should the heat be

followed by a period of wet and dull weather, its effects w-ill

be detrimental rather than beneficial.

Watering.—Although mulching conserves the moisture

in the ground, it by no means relieves the grower of his

A Good Crop of Odtdook Tomatoes.

The plants figured were jj-rownjjin a border close to a greenhouse, where the
reflected heat from the wall and glass helped largely to facilitate the ripening
of the frait. The variety is Sutton's Princess of Wales. Frnit medium sized,
red, and of excellent flavour.

responsibility in the matter of watering, and, unless rain

falls pretty often, two days in each week should be set apart
for watering. Do not do this in a half-hearted way. The
little-and-often method, so dear to many of our amateur
friends, when applied to such hungry and thirsty subjects

as tomatoes, usually prove.s disastrous. Therefore, give
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a real good dosing each time it is undertaken, using rain

water if obtainable.

Feeding-.—^Owing to the different conditions under
which they are grown, the outdoor feeding of tomatoes may
be indulged in with more freedom than is. possible for plants

growing inside, and as soon as the fruit commences to colour

means should be taken to ensure that at lea.st once a week
the plants shall get a liberal supply. The food supplied may
consist of soot-water, weak sewage from the cesspool, or that

made by immersing bags of manure in tubs, as advised in

an earlier chapter. We would here emphasise the impor-

tance of constantly changing the manures used for feeding

the plants. We are all familiar with the old saying, that

a change of seed always pays, and most gardeners have
realised it to be true; and the man who hitherto has stuck

to one particular stimulant for his tomatoes, and by doing

so found the crop invariably left something to be desired, is

now advised to adopt another course, and, instead of relying

on one to do the trick, try the method known to gardeners

as " ringing the changes " with the stimulants used. This

consists of giving a sprinkling of an approved concentrated

manure one week, following it up a few days later with

liquid manure from the stable or cow-shed. The following

week give a dessert-spoonful of superphosphate of lime, fol-

lowed by a watering with weak soot-water, and so on until

the season comes to a close. The result of this treatment

has invariably been very heavy crops of well-coloured fruits,

which gives the lie direct to the oft-repeated statement that

Tomato culture in the open air is a failure.

Gathering; the Fruit—Fruits produced on these

highly-fed plants are very liable to crack their skin if allowed

to remain long on the plant after becoming ripe; therefore

the grower who aims at keeping any particularly well-

shaped or good-sized fruit is advised to pick them a few days

before becoming fully ripe. If they are placed on a warm
shelf or in a closed box they will colour equally as well as
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if th.ey had remained longer on the plant, and the fear of

cracking is thus reduced to a minimum.

Reducing: the Foliag'e on Outdoor Plants.

—

In a previous chapter we have dwelt with the question of

defoliation, and much of what is there said applies with

equal force to those growing in the open air, excepting that,

owing to the unrestricted run and richer soil, it sometimes

happens in exceptionally favourable seasons that the plants

make an unusually strong growth; and, should these con-

ditions prevail until September is well in, the increasing

cold we then experience will be greatly against the proper

ripening of the crop. .Particularly is this so if at least a

portion of the leaves are not removed, and as growth is now
almost completed there is no valid reason why a liberal thin-

ning of the foliage should not be indulged in. Begin by
removing those at the bottom of the plant, from where the

fruit has already been taken ; this will allow the sun reaching

the roots. A week later it may be carried still farther by

removing all except the very top leaves, it being just as well

to get all the ripe fruit we can, even though these should

be sadly deficient in flavour, and not quite what we expect

a ripe tomato to be. Still, there are many culinary uses

to which these may be put, and at any rate it will be better

to have a stock such as these than allow frosts to destroy

them. All unripe fruits on the plants growing either on

walls or in the open air should be gathered during the first

week in October. These, if tied in bunches and suspended

in a warm room, will eventually ripen, and, although lacking

the freshness of those ripened on the plants, may be used

in various ways for many weeks afterwards.
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CHAPTER IV.

VARIETIES FOR OUTDOOR CULTURE.

Although, as previously hinted, it cannot be said that all

varieties are equally well suited for growing in the open
air, it is fortunate for tho.se who have no other convenience

for growing therri that the list of " the tried and true " is by
no means confined to a few varieties. During the past few

years circumstances have compelled our relying to a very

great extent on the outdoor crop for maintaining a supply

after the earliest-sown batch under glass were finished. Dur-

ing this time we have tried most of the standard varieties,

and not a few of the most recent introductions. From these

trials we select the following as being the best dozen for all-

round purposes; and although, owing to the influence of

seasons, position, and soil on the crop, perhaps the amateur's

first season may not be altogether so successful as he hoped,

he is urged to take to heart the lesson conveyed in King

Bruce and the spider, and " try, try again."

Holmes' Open-Air.—It is now four years since we first

grew this variety, and, if it were not that we possessed

a hankering after experiment, we might have added, "since

then we have tried no other." At any rate, we were then so

convinced of its superior qualities over the others, that ever

since that time it has been the chief variety grown, and in

no season has it failed to give satisfactory returns. It is

a very hardy, short-jointed variety, and produces very large

bunches of fruit, sometimes containing as many as twenty-

seven of fair size. The colour is a beautiful deep red, the

majority coming quite smooth and of large size. Several

grown by us weighed nearly 12oz. Growers desiring to give
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this variety a trial should, when ordering, mention the

raiser's name, as there are several "Open-Airs " on the mar-
ket. If he omits to take this precaution he may get a variety

badly corrugated and far inferior as a cropper.

Up-to-Datb.—This well-known variety invariably proves

itself equally suitable for either indoor or outdoor cul-

ture, and for many years held its own as the best in exist-

ence for the latter purpose, but since the introduction of

the first-named we have had to give it second place on oui

list for heavy-cropping.

The Rochford.—The fact that one of the largest market
growers of the day deemed this variety worthy to

bear his name should be sufficient testimony as to its sterling

worth to market growers, although our experience of it is

that large fruits are seldom produced, the majority being

about the size usually favoured by amateurs. The fruit is

quite round and of good colour, and the crop is produced
with remarkable freedom. We class this as one of the very

best for the amateur to grow.

Supreme is another thoroughly dependable variety

here, though the fruits are never very large ; but the fact

that, be the season what it may, it is very rare to find this

variety without a crop entitles it to a place among the first

dozen.

Earliest op All.—This is truly one of the old brigade,

having been gi-own in our gardens for many years ; and,

although not generally recommended for the Southern Coun-

ties or a very warm aspect, where a smooth variety would be

more acceptable, there are bleak and exposed gardens

where this will set a crop of fruit when all others fail.

Popularity.-^This is a truly remarkable variety for

outdoor cropping. As proof we may mention that several

years ago we had a plant of this variety growing in a Tin.

pot in the open air, carrying eight large bunches of fruit
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which together numbered nearly a hundred, most of which
developed into good-sized specimens. Since then we have
grown it on several occasions, both on walls and in the open
garden, and in no instance has it failed to produce a crop.

Satisfaction (Sutton's).—In the summer of 1909 this

enjoyed the distinction of producing the heaviest fruit out

of six varieties grown by us, and it was the unanimous
opinion of all who saw it tliat the raisers had rightly named
the variety.

Ideal (Holmes').—Whether we consider the bunches,

size of fruit, colour, or cropping powers of this remarkable

variety, we can come to no other conclusion than that for

all general purposes it is very near approaching the name
it bears.

Early Ruby.—One of the earliest; fruits of fair size,

good cropper and flavour.

Hillside Comet.—An improved form of the old variety,

the fruits being more round and better flavour.

Eabliana."—An American introduction. Although the

crop by no means equals many of the others mentioned, the

fact that from plants raised in heat during March may be

depended upon to ripen fruit towards the middle of July is

an advantage which will commend it to the notice of those

who have no glasshouse. The fruits from outdoor plants

are sometimes lightly corrugated, although we have never

noticed this on plants growing under glass.

.Dobbib's Champion. — Although we have left this

variety to the last of the list, it by no means follows that

it is the least meritorious. On the contrary, when well

gro-«Ti in favourable districts, fruits of this usually come as

handsome as any indoor-grown variety. The Champion con-

tEins but very few seeds, and the flesh is beautifully firm and
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of good flavour. In short, in this will be found all the vir

tues which should characterise anything rejoicing in the

proud title it bears.

Othek Dependable A^'aribtibs for walls or sheltered spots

are: Sutton's Al, Webb's Viceroy, Carter's Outdoor, Tucks-

wood Cross, Hackwood Park, and Sunset.

CHAPTER V.

PESTS AND DISEASES.

The Tomato has its enemies, like other garden crops. Pests

and diseases are ever and anon trying to arrest the progress

of successful cultivation, and consequently it behoves the

grower to be constantly on the alert to watch for the appear-

ance of the enemy, and to wage instant war upon it when
discovered, so as to save the crop from injury. The Tomato,
indeed, is prone to the attack of many diseases, which, if

not promptly dealt with when discovered, will play serious

havoc with the foliage and fruit. It is well, therefore, that

we should devote a chapter to the subject, in order that the

grower may be educated to recognise both pests and diseases,

and adopt the best remedies for their prevention or eradica-

tion.

I.—Pests.

Aphides, or Greenfly—Here we have a pest which-is

fairly well known to most growers as infesting all kinds of

crops, including the Tomato. There are several kinds of

aphides, but all possess the same injurious habits of infest-

ing the succulent leaves or shoots, puncturing the epidermis

and sucking out the sap, thus crippling the cellular tissue
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and retarding the progress of growth. The life cycle of the

aphis begins in spring with the hatching of a female insect,

which in a brief space of time gives birth to viviparous

larvae (lice). The first generation or so of females, are wing-
less. In due course the larvae, or lice, develop and produce
young themselves, some of which include winged females

that fly off to infest other crops, and so go on perpetuating

the species at an alarming rate till autumn, when a final

brood of oviparous females are borne, which lay eggs on the

plants that lay dormant till spring. The original female

aphis in spring thus becomes the parent of a future progeny
amounting to millions. In the case of tomatoes the aphides

usually infest the points of the shoots, and cause the young
leaves to curl and become crippled in growth.

Ebmbdies.—Fumigation with one of the nicotine prepara-

tions is the swiftest and surest way of getting rid of aphides.

The fumes will find their way into everj' nook and cranny

of the curled foliage, and prove sudden death to every living

aphis ensconced therein. Moreover, if there should be any
winged females flying about, they, too, wiU meet with their

fate.

Snowy, or Ghost Fly—Another pest closely related

to the aphides, and about the same size, but having its body

and wingiS coated with a white powdery substance. They
are easily recognised by their white appearance, and from

their habits when disturbed of flying off in small cloud-like

colonies. The females lay their eggs usually on the under

surface of the leaves, and these in due course hatch into

short, oval, flat, scale-like larvae. Both the- mature insects

and the larvae are furnished with a beak-like mouth, by

means of which they pierce the epidermis of the leaf, and

suck out the sap. The larvae adhere closely to the leaf, and

remain there during their larval and pupal stage—about a

month—^till they develop into flies. These pests are most

tenacious of life, and by no means easy to eradicate.

Remedies.—Undoubtedly, the most efficacious remedy is

G
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fumigation on two or three successive evenings with a nico-

tine preparation. The mature insects are prone to fall on

the ground at the first fumigation, and to recover and again

attack the crop; hence the necessity of two or more fumi-

gations. They are liable to attack both fruit and foliage.

Red Spicier,—Although called a "red spider," the colour

of this pest is not always normally red. Sometimes it will be

found of a greenish tinge, or translucent, or a duU reddish

True Wireworms.

Here are shown tlie True Wireworms or larvae of the Click Beetle. The larvsB

have only six legs in front, and are easily distinguished from the Millepedes,
or False Wireworms, also the Centipedes, which have numerous legs, shown in
the other illustrations. Figs. 1 and 2, Blater lineatus ; Figs. 3 and 4, E. obscnrus ;

Figs. 5 and 6, E. sputator, natural size and magnified ; Fig. 7, larva of E. sputator

;

Figs. 8 and 9, larva of E. lineatus, natural size and magnified ; Fig. 11, pupa of
Wireworm, with line (a) showing natural length.

hue. Then again, it is not a true spider, but a mite of

almost microscopic size. It lives in colonies on the under

or upper sides of the leaves, under a very fine silken web.

Here both the adults and the larvae puncture the epidermis

and suck out the sap. These creatures breatlie through their

skin, and being also protected by the web, which repels

moisture, they are not easy to get at. Their presence may
be detected by the paleness of the foliage. Wherever pale
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foliage is seen examine the surface with a lens, and the mit&i

will probably be found there.

Kembdibs.—Moisture is the deadly enemy, and a hot, dry
atmosphere the ideal conditions of life, for these mites. The
best preventive remedy, therefore, is a moderately moist and
genial atmosphere. To get rid of the pests fumigate on two
or three successive evenings, or prepare a mixture of milk

and flowers of sulphur, and paint the hot water pipes with

this. Heat the pipes gently, then fumes will be emitted that

wUl penetrate the webs and kill the mites. Dusting the

leaves with flowers of sulphur will also help to reduce the

number of these pests.

Centipedes.

Pig. 1. Head and antenna of Snake Centipede. Fig. 2 is the Common Centi-
pede fLitliobius centipatns), and the other (Fig. 3) the Snake Centipede
(GreopMlns longicornis). Both are garden friends, and are published to show the
distinction between them and the Millepedes, which are more or less injnrions.

Wireworms.—The wireworm is the larva of a bettle

called the Skip-Jack, a greyish or blackish insect which may
be seen in summer on outdoor plants. The beetles lay their

eggs in the soil or near the roots of grasses or other crops.

From these are hatched yellowish grubs with jointed bodies.

They have six legs and a sucker-foot at the end of the tail.

They are slow in their movements, and exist for at least

three years in the larval stage before entering into the pupal

state and developing into beetles. The wireworm abounds

G 2
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in old pasture soil, hence i.3 very liable to be transported

to the tomato-house by the agency of the soil used for the

beds or pots. The grubs, when present, make their way to

the stems of the plants, gnaw their way into the centres, and

work upwards, thus destroying the cellular tis.3ue, and caus-

ing the plant to collapse.

Remedies.—Some six weeks before using the loam mix
some Vapoiite, Kilogrub, Apterite, or Cliffs Powder Insec-

ticide with it. The fumes from this will then asphyxiate the

grnlis. Otherwise bury a cut potato tuber attached to a

Millepedes, or False Wireworms.

Fig. 1, Jnlns terreatris curled np; Fig. 2, Julns gnttatus, natural size;
Fig. 3, Ditto, largely magnified; Fig. 4, Julus terrestris, natural size; Fig. 5,
Hoi-n or antenna of Fig. 4 ; Figs. 6 and 7, Polydesmus camplanatuB in
a young and natural state. These creatures are fumislied with uumeroas
legs, and therefore easily distinguished from the Time Wireworms. They feed
on decaying seeds and roots of plants.

stick in the soil near the plant; lift and examine this daily,

and if any wireworms are present they will be found feeding

on the tubers.

Eelworm, or Root Knot Disease.—Sometimes a

plant will be found gradually drooping, and without any dis-

ease being evident on the stem or foliage. On lifting the roots

these will be found covered with tubercules, or swellings. The
latter are caused by the presence within of colonies of micro-
scopic creatures called eelworms. So small are they that
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the biggest only measures l-75in. in length, hence it is

almost impossible to see them with the naked eye. Eel-

worms are hatched from eggs laid in the soil, decayed
manure^ or vegetable refuse. On hatching, the tiny worms
pierce the exterior of the roots, find their way into the cells,

produce further progeny, and the community then proceed
to feed on the sap, rupture the cells, and cause the tissue to

develop the abnormal swellings previously described. The
plant finally collapses as a result of the disorganised tissues.

Remedies.—The first step should be to bum every diseased

plant. Secondly, clear out all the compost, and saturate it

with a solution of one part of carbolic acid to twenty gallons

of water. Do not use compost so treated for any purpose

till six weeks afterwards. Well sprinkle the bed spaces with

a similar solution. Before using new compost treat it with

the carbolic solution six weeks beforehand. Seedling plants

before potting should have their roots washed in a solution

of " Clubicide," using one part to two thousand parts of

water.

II.—Diseases.

Leaf Rust.—^This fungoid disease (Cladiosporium ful-

vum) attacks the leaves, appearing first in the form of small

spots, -and later coating the undersides thereof with a dense,

brownish felt. It also causes broA\'Tiish stripes to develop on

the stems, and likewise on the young fruit. The disease

spreads very rapidly, quite ruining the growth of the plants.

Remedies.—When the disease first appears, spray the

plants with sulphide of potassium, as advised for the Sleepy

Disease. Plants badly attacked should be promptly burnt,

otherwise the spores will spread, and attack healthy plants.

Flovtfer Rot.—A fungus named Fusarium solani often

attacks the flowers, causing them to wither and die. Those

attacked by this disease have a hairy, brownish appearance.

A too close atinosphere seems to be favourable to the develop-

ment of this fungus-
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Remedies.—All that can be done is to avoid a too close

and moist atmosphere by admitting air more freely.

Canker.—A disease of a fungoid character, ^vhicE attacks

Root Eelwokm (Tylenchus devastatrix).

This pest attacks the roots of Ithe^ tomato, and often ruinsjalwhole crop
of plants. See page 84.

the base of the stems of tolnatoeis and cucumbers, causing

the parts infected to shrink, and the plants to wilt and die

suddenly.
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Remedies.—Nothing can be done to prevent the disease.

All plants attacked should be burnt.

Potato Disease.—This serious fungoid disease attacks

the tomato as well as the fwtato. It appears in the form
of brownish blotches, these quickly changing to a blackish

hue. It spreads very rapidly.

Remedies.—Once the disease attacks the plants there is no
cure for it. All diseased plants sh-ould be promptly burnt.

It attacks plants that are grown in too close and moist an
atmosphere.

Sleepy Disease.—A disease which has become very

prevalent of late years. It enters the plants through the

medium of the roots, and causes the woody portion of the

stem to decay and assume a yeJlowish-brown colour. The
lower portion of the stem also becomes covered with a

delicate white mildew, which eventually changes to a dull

orange tint. The first outward sign of an attack is the dis-

coloration and drooping of the foliage. If the stem of such

a plant be cut through, it will have a brownish ring just

beneath the bark. The spores of the fungus (Fusarium

lycopensici) are reputed to be often attached to the seeds,

hence the appearance of the disease later on.

Remedies.—-Every diseased plant should be promptly

burnt, the soil cleared out, and treated with carbolic acid, as

advised for eelworms, or mixed with quicklime. Do not use

the same soil again for tomatoes. Wash the structure, stag-

ing, beds, and paths with one part of carbolic acid to twenty

parts of w;ater. In preparing new composts, add a little

quicklime to it. In planting reject all weakly plants, choos-

ing those only that are sturdy and short-jointed.

Leaf-Spot Disease.—A comparatively new fungoid

disease, said to be common in South America, and to have

found its way into this country. It first appears in the form of
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blackish-green spots on the leaves. The result of an attack

is that the leaves roll up and hang loosely on the shoots. The
disease rapidly spreads to the stem and fruit, and, if un-

checked, will destroy the whole plant in a week.

Remedies.—Burn badly-attacked plants at once, as, if the

spores should ripen and lodge on the woodwork, glass, or

wall, plants will be liable to attack again. In the case of

slightly attacked plants not carrying fruit, spraying with a

Black Spot Tomato Disease.

three per cent, solution of Bordeaux Mixture is recommended
as a preventive. The woodwork, walls, staging, etc., of the

house should also be washed with one part of carbolic acid

to twenty parts of water. A little lime should be added also

to the soil in which tomatoes are planted.

Black Spot or Scab.—A fungoid disease fairly com-
mon in this oounti-y. The spores of this fungus alight upon

the surface of the fruit, and, wherever there is the slightest

rupture in the skin, they vegetate, the mycelium destroying
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the cells, and eventually causing dark sunken patches to

form on the fruit. Sometimes the patches form at the eye

of the fruit; in others round the .sides. The disease mani-

fests itself when the fruit is about two-thirds developed.

Remedies.—Every fruit attacked by the disease should be

gathered and burnt. In bad cases pull up and burn the

plants also. As a preventive of Black Spot, spray the plants

during the early stages of their growth with sulphide of

potassium and water, dissolving one ounce of the former in

three gallons of the latter. It discolours white paint.

Avoid, also, a too close atmosphere, insvifficient ventilation,

and the use of fresh manure.

Warty Growths on Tomato Leaves.

The white patches on the venation of the back of the leaves are the warty
growths alladed to in the text.

Warty GrowthSi—Sometimes warty or cork growths

appear on the under-ribs of the leaves of the Tomato. These
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ore technically called " intumescences," and are, according

to Professor Marshall Ward, " due to some disturbance of

th« balance between transpiratory and assimilatory func-

tions of their leaves." The application of too powerful fungi-

cides may also have something to do with their appearance.

In any case, these " intumescences " do not seriously affect

the growth of the plant or the yield of the fruit, so that

growers need not feel alarmed at their occurrence on the

foliage.

, CHAPTER VI.

FRUITLESS PLANTS.

Tub following excerpt from "Amateur Gardening" may be

of interest to those who sometimes fail to get the flowers of

their tomatoes to set fruit

:

" Though the blossom appear, fruit does not always follow;

this is a common experience with all fruits, and the Tomato
is no exception. With tomatoes two things may happen : the

flowers may appear to set, but the fruits refuse to swell, as

shown in the illustration ; or the blooms may fade and then

one by one fall off at the slightest touch.

"Abortive Flowers—The first is termed ' blindness,'

or abortion, and is due to ineffective fertilisation. The fall-

ing of the blooms may also be due to the same cause, or
to other causes as referred to below. The fertilisation of

flowers in tomatoes is an item that needs attention, especially

with early plants. The Tomato is a lover of sunshine and
a dry, bracing air, and this fact should form the key to their

management, so far as climatic conditions admit. Sunshine
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we cannot ensure^ but some of its efEeots we can imitate with

iieating appliances. Chief among these is to warm and dry

the air, so that in dull, damp weather ventilation can be

ample, while at the same time there is no dampness hanging

around the plants. The pollen is then dry, and the grains

easily separated, and the better able to accomplish its ter-

Abortive Tomato Fkuits.

tilising mission. A further aid with early plants is to about

midday jar the training wires, so as to cause the pollen to

scatter more freely, and ensure a 'set.' During the, sum-

mer months this is not generally necessary, but it may be

practised during those spells of cold, wet, dull weather we
sometimes get, and during which the heating apparatus

ought to be working. It will be gathered from the foregoing
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that no syringing or damping down is necessary for toma-

toes; rather keep the air quite dry.

'The Falling' of the Flowers is encouraged in

several ways. First, the plants may be too dry or too wet

at the roots—more probably the latter. Or they may be

too crowded, and air cannot freely circulate amongst them;

in this case, thin out the foliage and side shoots, or remove

some of the plants entirely, if fruitless. A foot apart is the

minimum distance; eighteen inches is better. Insufficient

ventilation is another common cause, engendering as it does

a close, stagnant atmosphere in which the pollen remains

a mass, and incapable of distribution. The remedy is the

treatment detailed above.

" Rank Growth.—^Yet another source of flower-falling

is rank growth caused by a too-rich root run. The Tomato
does not need a rich soil, nor much feeding in its earlier

stages, but when a good crop is set, then stimulants m.ay be

given with advantage, enabling the fruits to swell freely.

With outdoor plants little can be done. If the weather be hot

and dry good crops are practically assured, but if dull,

wet, and cold the crop will be a failure. All that can be

done is to prop spare frame lights against the wall or fence,

so as to enclose the plants and shoot off the rain—practically,

in fact, making a temporary greenhouse over them. Good
strong plants should always be planted tor outdoor culture

with, if possible, the first truss of flowers already set."
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Tomato Evesham Wonder
A TOMATO OF PROVED MERIT.

"I've tried 14 varieties. Among: the best
are Ailsa Craig, Holmes' Supreme, and
Carter's Sunrise. By far the most prolific
is " Evesham Wonder." Practically every
truss sets well, from eight on the small-
est to thirty or more on the longest.
This is the_ variety that has excited so
much astonishment."—J. J., Dudley.

S. R. B., Trowbridg-e, writes :

—
" I had

some Tomato Plants from you in April
last, which came on splendidly in the open^;
in fact, I had over 100 tomatoes off one
plant."

E. M., Worcester:—"I had a most
marvellous crop last year—eight to ten
trusses set and ripened in my cold hoube^
The uniformity in size and setting" of fruit
right up to the last truss was everything
to be desired."

" The plants I had from you last year
were highly satisfactory."—F. H., Watford.'

"The plants you supplied to my small
order last year turned out magnificently.''

—L. C. B., Neath:

*' The 350 tomato plants came to hand
this morning. They are really very nice
stuff, and I must thank you for your
prompt attention to my order."

—J. D. S., Darlington.

Plants arrived safe and beautifully fresh
and not a leaf damaged."

—W. H., Loughton, Essex.

" I have bought a few plants in my time,
but none to equal yours."—T.A.,Caterham.

"Plants arrived beautifully fresh con-
sidering their long journey."

—A. A. L., Elgin.

FRUIT ALL OF ONE SIZE, ALL PERFECTLY SMOOTH, CORRUGATED
FRUITS QUITE ABSENT.

EQUALLY GOOD UNDER GLASS OR OUT OF DOORS.

Seed, 1/1 per packet. Plants, 1/3 per dozen, post free. 3/6 per SO.

J. N. HARVEY, F.R.H.S.. The French Garden, EVESHAM.
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